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rushing up the side of the wall, and now
plunging over into the basin. And yet this,
the wind, which is playing such mad freaks
now

JOHN T. OILMAN, |
Edlt°rsJOSEPH B. HALL, (

82$ EXCHANGE STREET,
FOX BLOCK, by

in

FOSTER, GILMAN and

Under the firm
N.

above us and around us, is the wind of the
fairest day of summer, and it scarcely ruffles
the surface of the lake at our feet, or causes

at No.

published

is

HALL,

name

the aspens far below to

of

Terms:

Tiates of Advertiffins::

Special Notices. 81.60 per square for first
81.00 per week after.

indeed, strange that that singular
phenomenon of thf mind did not manifest itself in that perilous time and place. And I
have heard many persons, who have passed
upon the ridge, from the chimney to the monument, say the same tiling, in perfect surprise.
The “monument” is perhaps a thousand feet
above the “chimney,” and while it is not the
extreme height of the mountain, is within thirty feet of being so, and appeared really higher
than the true summit. From this point we

week,

in

reading columns, 12 cents
insertion. No charge less than fifty

cents.

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in tho Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 38 cents per square in addition to the

obtain that view of the basin which is never
Down the steep, dark granite side,

forgotten.

which is furrowed

by the spring torrents, and
the freezing of the ice, we can look into a
above rates ft>r each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in adgulf ol broken ledges, and dwarfed trees. The
vance.
utter blackness of that terrible depth, close to
the base of the wall, Is nearly ns appalling in
nr All communications intended for the paper I
our memories to-day, as when we gazed breathshould be directed to the Editors of the Press,” and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
lessly into it. Here we can see Katahdin; and
we wonder no longer that the Indians dreaded
nr The Portland Daily and Maine Statp.
to set foot in the sacred home of their
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 82$ Exchange
divinity,
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evePomola. This is the pleasantest day of all
ning, from 7 o'clock in tho morning to 9 in the
summer, And yet the wind comes howling up
evening.
from all sides. What, then, must Katahdin lie
nr Job Printing of even' description executed i
when I’omoln is engaged, and he lets loose
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the offrom this second cave of Eolus, the unbounded
fice or paper promptly transacted on application as
above.

w

Letters lrom the Backwoods ol Maine.
No. 10—From Kineo to Katahdin.

Dear Press :—The chimney, the wall and
the basin, are the characteristic features of this
wonderful mountain. I alluded, in my last, to

gulf at the immediate side of the

that of

!

with a

chimney, I

either

of the

point,
side,having a high

“the

Beautiful,” clings

to

and

Not

north-west shore

at once

left,

and the

Spruces in the basin on the right,
larger than tee veriest toy-trees, children's playthings anil the great boulders are like
the pebbles of a water-worn shore.
Upon this
wall we are to proceed nearly three
quarters
of a mile, and without a single bush, or even a
creeping vine. There is nothing hut the lichen, and the hardy moss; these, instead of making our way surer and safer, oblige us to walk
more carefully, and avoid the
deceptive surfaces. Upon almost any
part of the top of
this wall, from the chimney to the
monument,
a saddle might be placed, and the
stirrups hang

seem

no

down on either side!
creep, instead of walk.

tles about

us

No wonder that, we

The wild wind whiswith its sudden flaws and
gusts,

can

State.

be found in

Our

any other establishment in the

ox

And solicit a share of public f>atronage,
trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careftil attention
in tiie
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.
CHAR. F. CKOSMAN.
TROS. H. POOR.
je24tf

dispensary

Commission

ROOM

J.

we

A

15VVti.?S I

NOYES,

and Church Collectors Books.
We make to order every kind of Blank Book used
by Banks, Insurance ami Railroad Companies, Hotel#, Steamboats, Factories and Countiug Houses.

STATIONERY.
Letter, note, Cap and Record paper#. Envelope#—
white and buff, (iold Pens, Steel Pen#, Ac., Ac. Every article at lowest rate*. Wk Buy for Cash aid
Sull Cheap.

hesitation in

Ilills;
pronouncing

Washington and its

fellows ofthe

mountains

on

Commission

NEW RECBUITS WANTED!

H.

C.

Latent fVoin

Headquarters

GREAT EXCITEMENT

again, upon what not even
seen before. What remained for

guide

our
us

had

to do, but to

AT

Flour, Produce and Provision Business,

may have done liefore, in
never in a cathedral like this:

churches,

Apothecary,
PALMER’S

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS,
-A

MILITARY

GOODS,

description,

Of every

AND

EOIt SALE AT BURLEIGH'S.

N A VY

Tailor,

a# exchange

IF

Is

BURLEIGH'S.

AT

1.

MILITARY

UNIFORMS,

officers, made to order, from the best material,

dispatch,

and at low

Photograph,

not fail to call
No. 27 Market Square, where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant *ati* fact ion, at pricer vhieti defy competition.

DO
N.

at

B.—Large Ambrotype* only Ftfteen
TRASK &

II.

M

B

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Hotels, Silver Plait d If Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.

Cents.

LEWIS,

'■J7 Market Square, h'll Preble St.
dtf
July 14th, 1802.

—

AND

Brituaia Ware. Table

I. D. MKKKILL.

JOHN BOND.

WORK,
arranted

COMMISSION
(Opposite

Grrocers,

Spring

•The

largest

and

LYNCH,

%«Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland. Jwm '21. S9tt«

SIGN

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,
-Ever offered in

Maine,

can

BARKEN,

All of which will
isfaction to the

bo sold

so as

to warrant eutire sat-

purchaser.

rise

on

as

it

w as

our

bought

goods.

163 Middle Street,
JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland, July 22, 1S62.

d6m

provement.

For references

circular to

and further information, send for

T. TRUE, M A..

Proprietor

MM. Jnlv

INSURANCE.

and

j

BATH

a

Principal.

OFFICE UNDER THE SAOADA1IOCK HOUSE.
FRONT STREET.
President and Directors

of the Bath Mutual
11HE
Marine Insurance Company give notice that their

Capital

d3m

ALBI IM

W IIBB A

SOISH,

And that
are prepared to make insurance on the
mutual principle, against marine risk*, not exceeding

they

HARDWARE

AT

COST !

$10,000 in

MIDDLE STREET,

lfl9

Where, for thirty days, may be found

an

assort-

I

All of which must be

FIRE

sold, to close up the business,
Oder

HEAD OF

com-

H8

CUTLER,

A* 60

Agents.
Street,

PORTLAND. Me

julldtf

A NEW COFFINWAREHOUSE.
Street, PorUand.

Equitable

Fire ami Marine Ins* C»*9
Of Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought always to e>e the
.first considertUion in effecting insurance, is here offered to the public, at the lowest rates of premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies
Office in “Boyd s Building," opposite Post Office.

English Branches.94 00
5W
Higher
Higher English, Latin, Greek and French,. H00
Music, with the use of Instrument. 10 00
Drawing, Painting and Writing, extra.
Board per week, including all but wood and lights,
$2.00 Good room rent. 20 cents per week.
All letters of inquiry may be addressed to the undersigned.
*
G. M STEVENS. Secretary.
3wd&2tw
Westbrook Seminary, Aug. 11.
Common

June 23.

PORTLAND

EIGHT XING
Company continue to insure property
THIS
terms
favorable
those of any reliable
as

pany.
All

A few doors east of

Portland, Mr.

paid,

Manufacturing Jeweler,
AND

SILVERSMITH.
Watches, Jewelry ami Silver Ware.
tf

Liverpool

d6w

Sialt.

O/A/A/Y SACKS Liverpool Salt afloat aud in
r\ f store for sale by
alSdSw
DANA fc OO.

OVrn

F LY

Jv I T, Jj E li !

j

U. S. Hotel, aud examine.

Portland. Aug. 1.

policies

are

Older 102

Please

DAMliL ( LARKi:.

on
com-

as

upon which six premiums have been
renewed annually free of premium to the
policy holder.
Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuriug elsewhere.

IN A SUPERIOR STYLE.
As be does not intend to vary from his former
prices before he ame to this city, he will sell them
Than they have ever been sold in this place.
call at
No. Ill FEDERAL STREET,

d&wtf

Xutual Fire Insurance Company.

From 15 to 20 Per Cent. Less

Portland, Mr*
je23t f

Exrkaagr Sg.

Of New York.

Tuition.

(General

Middle

sf

Republic Fire Insurance Companvi
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9313,000.
Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New Y’ork.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9250.000.

con-

THE

CO*,

WOT. II. II. HATCH,

Also, Dealer in
Portland. Juue 23, 18d2.

STORKK &

car.

National Insurance Company,
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9600,000.
Of Bostou.

subscriber has opened a Warehouse for COFFINS and CA8JLRT8. A large as^ortini iit constantly on baud aud manufactured at short notice

31EHKILL'S WHARF,

Middle Street.

74 Middle,

PORTLAND. ME..

or Ixhtrcctios.—Rev. S. H. McColIeaPrincipal; C. S. Fobee. A. B Associate
Principal; Miss E. L .Iordan. Assistant aud Teacher
of Music; Mrs. 8. F. McCoileater, Assistant; Mis*
H. M. Lyon, Teacher of ornameutal Branches.

fully Warranted.

INSURANCE.

Agent of the following First Class Insurance Co’*:

mence

Machine

d6m

WARREN SPARROW,

before Sept. 1.

THE
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST*7th, and
tinue twelve weeks.

Every

One Risk.

Wn. Drummond, G. E. K. Patten,
Sam'l I. Kobinson. E. K. Harding,
Arthur Sevralt,
J. P. Morse,
Lewis Blackmer,
David Patten,
S. A. Houghton,
J. ('. Jamesou.
E. K. HARDING, lfresideut,
E. C. HYDE. Secretary.

Bath, July 3. 1862.

#

EL1PTIC.

any

DIRECTORS:
John Patten,
Oliver Moses.
M. F. Gannett,
J. H. McLHlan,
Jas. F. Patten,

-IB AT-

WESTBROOK SEMINARY.

Ill Federal

Corn, Flour and Grain,
Coin mr rein I Sired,

Stock amount* to

-TO PURCHASE-

Sewing-Machines. Hardware, Cutlery, Glass, &c.,

SLO AT

MUTUAL

Marine Innurance Company.

“'.th_dAw4wff_
Tlie Lnwt Chance

CLASS

ME.

Sugar Refinery,

141

!

to Order.

com-

ment of

PAINTER,

JOII\ B. BKOWN A

stock before purbefore the great

will

school are
excellent. The number of scholar* will be limited,
and every possible attention bo given for their im-

FALL TERM of this Institution will

DEALERS IN-

Buyers will do well to look at

of this School

advantages

ju!23—lm

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, 3IE.
je23dtf

chasing elsewhere,

Frogs Served

Meals to Rkovlar Hoarders at Reduced Rates.
■Open every Sunday from 8 to 1. and from 1 to 5
o’clock.
jeS3edtf

Board
ter, A. M

PORTLAND,

OCR STOCK OF CLOTHS

dtf

SECOND
THE
Tuesday, Sept. 2d. 1S»Q.
for instruction in this
The

bTREKT, PORTLAND, 3lE.

CAPEN,

of the Season

PINE APPLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

BOARDING-SCHOOL”

YEAR

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

SHUTTLE.

ME.

TURTLE 80UP, TUESDAY AND FRIDAT.
BROOK TROl'T and all hladsafGAME

mence on

MAKER OK-

EXPIRE

PORTLAND,

Served up at all hours.

BETHEL, MAINE.

IN

N.

T1I08. LYNCH.

June 23.

BURLEIGH’S,

Every Deliency

FOB BOYS*

WILLIAK
A. PEARCE,
P L IT M II K II,

FIRST

...

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

J. II. RK KYDI, Atf't.

Half Way Down Willow Street,

bo obtained at-

HIGHLAND

dtf

promptly

JOHN

Served to order.

138 and 140 Middle Street. Portland.

Description

sf

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,
No. 7 MILK STREET.

of which attention is especially invited.

TilHE attention of purchasers is invited to the large
A aud desirable stock of House-keeping Goods now
in store, as above, comprising as it doe* nearly every
article usually needed lit the Furniture ami Crockery
Departments. Being one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers can Hud almost any variety of rich,
medium and low-pnced goods, suited to their different wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
ami loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is confident that, combining
as he does the various brandies of house-furnishing
business, he can offer goods at prices that will not
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.

and Silver Plated Cocks.
of Water Fixture for DwellJ iug Houses. Hotels. Public Buildings, Ships, Ac.,
and
ill
nt
tlM
bed lllir. and all or•naacai
up
ders iu town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
attended to.
Constantly on band. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of nil kinds.
jul\29dlv

earner

CIIAS* II* ADAMS, Proprietor*
Jew bn

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS,

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

23. lfW2.

Congress,

ME.

TERMS MODERATE. FOR BOARD BY WEEK
OR DAY.

of all
Of a
the varieties that the market affords—Silk. Satin, Linen, and Cotton—many rare and unique styles. Also
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

To all

Widgery’s Wharf,)

WILLIAM

CLOTHING,

and-

SUMMER SEASONS !

stock are comprised Fancy Cloths for
Overcoats and Business Suits. Rich Black and

DOESKINS!
great variety of patterns. VESTINGS

General Assortment of

PORTLAND,

THIS 1* the fargest Hotel in the
State, poasensing all the modern improvement*, and
tirot clam in every appointment.

For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French and German, as well as the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black and Colored,
Plain and Fancy

aid Plated Wart,

je23dtf

best selected stock of

READY-MADE

PEL EG

w,,

Preble SlreelB*

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

in

MERCHANTS,

head of

I.KT

by

new

—

Portland, Mr.
JOHN

himself

AND

In his

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

to lit.

prepared

Ll’XCH & COM

NVliolesale

w

8. D. MERRILL,

augidly
JOHN

Cillery,

Situated

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR TIIE STRING

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

ZIT" All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
set un in tin* best manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to

PREBLE HOUSE,

selections from the New
Styles of Goods recently imported in New York and
Boston, to meet the requirements of hi* customers
and the public as to
Has

-DRALKU IN-

ERS, JjtVERY

PHOPKIETOR

SV HORSES AND CARRIAGES TO
jullft—3iu

*

Warm, Cold and Skotcer Haths, Wash Hotels, Brass j

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

prices.

Of every description, made to order and

« o.,

«K

I3 I, XJ

Are unlimited in quantity, quality or price, and will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

YOU
or

Portland.

...

O. M. SHAW,

wear,

137. MIDDLE ST..

SAMUEL ADLAM, Jr.,

June

HOUSE,

BANGOR. ME..

^Merchant Tailor,

je23tf

ISO. 121 MCHAXOX

Clothing

wiling, regardless of Cost,

dlv

Ambrotype

SALE.

auc4dtf

Summer

AND TKIMMINU UOODS

-WANT Tint-

Best

FOR

CRUTCHES,

373 Congretw Street,

street,

Portland, Aug. S, 1RS2.

Splints,

SPECIM.EX LIMBS MA Y BE SEEX A T

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,
A. I>. REEVES,

LOO,-

Sheet Ontta Percha for

but

__G.
A N 13

3m

L. II. TITCONIB,

BTRLEIG1VS,

1G3 ]V£iddle Street.

‘•In His hand are the deep places of the
earth; the strength o! the hills is His also.”

A BMY

HERETOFORE.

BANOOK

CHANGE OF SEASON !

X. R.—All work being promptly aud personattended to, is warranted to gi\e thorough *atis-

a

RUBBERS.

generally

Street,

factiou.

And

ami is

anew,

and invite all their old customers
and the public
to give them a call whenever they desire to replenish their “understandings.”
K. S.•& Co. are agents for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES.
aug5—6md

Portland. Me.

Importer and Dealer

-AGENT FOR-

look above ; and, with our hearts l ull of praise
to the Great Giver of all Beauty, chant, as our

lips

^^^die*

IPL-A-IISr

WHARF,

SHOESjfe

furnished this well-known house

E. SHAW A < 0„
No. 88 MIDDLE STREET.
As usual, keep constantly supplied with fresh
HHJ and fashionable BOOTSaud SHOES, in cverv variety and style for gentlemen’s and laf

Me.

Watch-Maker,

BROWN,

Portland. July 22, 18«?2.

Katahdin to the Sea!
As we descended to the tabie-Iand on the
west spur of the mountain, we gazed, again
and

—

BOOTS,

MAINE.

now better than ever
prepared to wait upon his customers, and hones by strict attention to their wanta
to merit a continuance of the
patronage which he haa
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO
Passadumkeag, June J3.1862.
dtwtf

WI. C. BECKETT*

Middle Street.

oval.

PASSADUMKEAG,

»THE subscriber would very
respectfully an.
friends, and the
[nonnee to his numerous
[public generally, that during the temporary
F». ■compulsory suspension of his business he

Drag and

a

Agent for DAVIS k KIDD’S MAGeodAwtoctl
NETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.

Parlor, Cliani'ber

HA* REMOVED TO

AS

CUSTOM

that is the ocean.

141

Where he will continue the

with

And the dim horizon in the South where the
range, in that strange island, Mount Desert,

Congress

in

HALL,-PORTLAND, ME.

dly

NEW STORE, No.3 UNION

——O-

For

Katahdin to the St John!

D.

!

Bath

the shore of the River Amazon

Black,

■

State

L. J. CROSS,

Tailor,

6. 1SS2.

o m

Taint establishment.

FURNITURE,

chief.

i

and

EXCHANGE STREET.

as

Portland, A"g.

pale mountains in the North East
to the chaiu of which Tubiijue is the

visible;

Block,

PARTICULAR

A. D. REEVES,

Clapp's

OIT. OLD CITY
3md& woe

attention given to CUTTING
MAKING BUYS’ GARMENTS, by

Portland,

usually kept

And all other article*

1 > ENTIS T,
So. 8

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.

LARD OIL,

KEROSENE OIL,

STREET,

DK. C. II. OSOOOD.
SURGEON 4* MECHANICAL
GF'EEZX.

Boys, Boys, Boys.

THE FLAG!

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

ly

15.

Teraaa Moderate fcy the Week er
Day.
Bath, June 23, 1862.
dtf

AND DYE-STUFFS,

DENTIST,

Aug.

GOODS.

CLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fe.

AND

miieu*

|

APOTHECARIES-

CJf* Order, by mail or cxprcaa promptly executed.
au^HeodSmlamw

ally

RALLY TO

AND FANCY

One Door Eaot of C'unal Hank.

—

PORTLAND, ME.
John Q. Twftchell. JufftldAa* Ja'a P. Champlin.

FOREVER!

MIDDLE

Bath i. one of the bealthicat
the coa*t of Maine—delightful-*
Iv .ituaietl on the Kennebec, twelve
and alfortl. one of the moat
1——-1 trout the
inviting retreat, from the dust and turmoil of our
jarge cities.
The Saoadabock i. one of the (Inert, mort it*,
cion., and bod appointed Hotel, in the State, located
within thaee minute, walk of the
Depot, steamboat
Landing, Poet office, Ciutum Houie, Itc., being directly in the bu.inem centre of the City.

(THKCitv
localitie* on

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFUMERY,

ENGRAVER,

Merchants,

85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas

And the

is

je3i>—8in

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,

dtf

Water

Katahdin to the St. Lawrence!

belong

Me.

TWircilELL A (TIAMPLIN,

Exchange Street.

the, White Hills!

to

DESIGNER

AllVotl Carr,
Proprietor,
BATH, MAINE.

GENUINE MEDICINES,

Loaf Wh’f,

Proprietor.

SAdADAHOCK HOUSE,

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drags,

—

J. F. RICHARDSON,

No. 117 Middle Street,

Foreland,

-AND DEALER* IX

UNION

CHANDLERS,

BRACKETT,

LI

-DEALER IN-

DR. U. K IK BALL,

PAINTER,

dtf

OPEN for Genteel Boarders—three miles
from Portland—within thirty rods of the
Ocean—with good opportunities for
fishing,
sea-bathing and water excursions. A Steam_ler runs from Portland daily. Experienced
men in attendant.
Jc25*8w

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

Particular attention paid to procuring Freir/hti,
purchasing i'aryoe* and CharOrs for reaseu.
d&wGmT
August 2, 1802,

,

Stable connected

day.

per

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK’S ISLAND,

JOSEPH HALB.

ORNAMENTAL

‘.•Term.

HENRY M.

and

manner.

HOTEL^

Summer Retreat,

Block,

AND DEALER* IN

TKATON,

NO. 84J

tlSwkwSm

Bath, June 23,1862.

MO VL TON S DL OCX,

GAS FITTING,

No. 31 Exchange Street,
(Inlers solicited.
E

BATH

hotel."

with lioune.

merchants,

Corner Commercial 8t. and

Retail.

HAX S O UNT
AND

,

a

386, Washixotob St., Bath.

Ship and Cabin Stores,

BAILEY it NOYES,
66 and 68

Thomas

SHIP BROKERS,

JOHN

Works 0 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,
JnlWtf
PORTLAND, MS.

SIGX

y

J-

Portland, Me.

WINSLOW, Agent,

Done in the best

§tmS

can now

DEALERS IN

Commission

Soap Stone,

■*» thinks he

house is one of the best in“keep
the city, and rerr
ly l°C*te' °" Con3rMe' eorn*r ot Groan

Portland. Aug. 23,1*3.

iTa

of
to

former patrons, as well as
In* old friends and the
public generally.
J- Having had an ex erienre of sixteen years,

PORTLAND. ME.

—

PORTLAND.

AMASA T. C. DODGE,
HAVING a., timed the proprietor.hin
A
rrJt'r*l >hi« bou.-e, promise. to .pare no paina
accommodate its

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c.,

Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connections, Whole-

Journal#, Lodger#, Invoice, Sale#, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Docket#, Letter#, Masonic

outline of the White

no

'W'orlc.

or

CITY HOTEL,

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

juKSdAwly

are

By C. M. PLU M MER.

YE ATOM & HALE.

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF IACHINERY,
Steam

iU

H.

lh«

above Hon»e,

tbe

attend

This

PORTLAND, ME.

STEAM AND

chain of

a

WHOLE8ALB

80 Commercial Street,
MOODY.

O

C'srarr of Pearl aad Federal Sts..

sale

AND 58 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

Portland. Jone 28.1862.

Gnssettings,

respeetfWly Inform*

JONATHAN BUSS, IWietor
Portland, Ang. 19. 1*3.
dtf
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FINDINGS,
MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,
ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
60 Union, four door a from Middle Street,
C.H. breed.
j.g.tukky.
PORTLAND, ME.

,M

S,rpe'' Portland, and invite
£*2g
travelling cnmmnnitv to call and
if

he know* "how to
keep a hotel " riean
room., good bed- a well-provided
table
five tenant* and moderate
charge. are the induce,
nieut. he hold, out to tho*e whoee
bartnem
or r,!,atp
tire call them to the "Foreat
City.”

summer.

AND

the
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DKl'GS, DTK STIFFS, GLASS WAKE,

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

June 23,1802.

BAILEY

Lastiiigi, Serges,

—

Elastic

MANUFACTURER OF

Manufactured and for Sale by

sight.”

have

lit

rRAKKLIK

Free Stone,

J. L.

53 Exchange Stheet.
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DEALERS

jc28tf

IMPORTERS OF

-1

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO.,

Marble Chimney Pieces. Monumental Work and
Grindstones.

prices.

AUUUUNT

—

R. THOMPSON,
Is prepared to receive orders for

Marble,

GRANT.

“L

I

FROM

BREED A TITKEY,

eodtf

HALL L. DAVIS,

DLANIV.

short notice.
All goods warranted as represented,
au g4—3mcod & wJ.

HOUSE.”
.

I

November lit, 1S.B, to Msv 1st. 1888. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No Are wood will be conveyed between October lit.
1862, and May 1st, 1868
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they will do so at their own
risk, ami that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
(Yoin what stations fire wood can be carried next

manufactur-

SWEET HERDS, fc., $c..
Packed in every variety of packages to suit dealers.
Coffee and Spices ground for the trado at

No. S Galt Block Commercial Street,

Marble

or

CHE AM TARTAR,
SALEH A TVS,

FLOUR, CORN AKD PRODUCE,

PAPERS

at wholesale

CONSTANTLY

market prices, in the crude state
ed, every description of

“ElM

Notice to Wood and Lumber Hcrc Hants.

STREET,

hand, and for Rale, at wholesale

on

_H OTELS._

je30—3ind& w

Merchants,

AND WHOLESALE

Spice Mills,

PORTLAND, ME.

GENERAL

June 23.

every variety, quality and price, embracing all
the various styles of gold papers manufactured, together with a full stock of Satins, mediums and common papers—the largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
use

MOODY,

PORTLAND, He.

Of

overy kind in

&

AKDREW T. DOLE.

Is selected with the greatest care from the best Foreign and American Houses, and embraces every article needed for public offices, Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

Portland

Drug Store!

stock of

STATIONERY

beauty and

of the

of the North.

but crags and
our

arc

And the gray outlines in the blue northwest,
blending with the sky itself, are those of the

The way is now along the edge of the wall,
and it is, assuredly, the most impressive walk
we ever took.
For three thousand feet, on
on

than

Portland.

taken store, Na. 75 Middle Street,
Block,) and respectfully invite public attbt»ir large and well selected stoefc of

HAVE
(I

tention to

Lake of

long enough upon such a scene ?
we study each point of interest

glimpse

Exchnnge Street,

CROSMAN A POOR,

order,

glistening in the
dazzling like little, round

more

one

Katalulin

unused.

nothing

hand and made to

of every variety of style and finish. From our long
experience, we are enabled to offer to the trade and
our customers better bargains in quality and prices,

New Hampshire grant.

ns

The I’ines in the valley

as

them Mount

confused by this great height,

can see

flies,

take

and

But we must pass on; the way is before us,
and we must be calm, our step must be sure.

we

on

silver water, is

ly recognize the

we can
manage to make any progress at all over this dangerous highway, and
at times we abruptly stop, dizzy and reeling

side,

be the Queen

to

mountains dim in the bHze of the great disAs the day is so clear we can distinct-

than the dwarf birch at its

148

Pleasant river.

tance.

sistance that

broken rocks.

on

In the southwest we can see

deptlis on the other, we are to creep
along upon the edge. It is only by mutual as-

either

gaze

“reach of

and the

are

Cranberry Mountains,

and we must pass to tlic table-land below. But
before we step from this height of heights, let

and frpm its
character, makes one ascent quite perilous. It
is a rough, square pillar of granite scarcely

to which we

Premium Blank Books

Coffee and

COFFEE,
SPICES,

ITF** Hair Mattresses renovated. I Furniture repaired and varnished. Chairs re-caned in an improved manner, becoud-haud Furniture bought,
sold or exchanged.
jul80d6m

the ice which protects them in the
and with the clouds above them

as

can

Time

side.

our senses

clear

Who

gave distinctive names. The Diapensia nestles
among the lichens and strives to lift its peu-

with

1825*

Established in

and the strong mountains around them, give
us the three elements of a
perfect landscape.—

the great Linncus first saw in his inatter-of-fact
journey to Lapland, and to which he there

us

WAREHOUSE !

long winters;

us

loss, fc., Ac.

DOLE

are

sunlight but is not
Koach Pond.
The lakes on the north of the mountains

of

side of

recognized

Chesuneook,

as

Lounges, Bedstead*,

PAPER-HANGING

the East, and though others may lie more
beautiful, there is none, so grand.

Among the characteristic plants around us
are many representatives of those species which

on one

—AND—

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

13 Sc 15 UNION

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

mountains which also conceal Kineo from our
view. The Lake in its generous amplitude is,

either.

rest, and with tills

These

Moosehead Lake, from w hich we started on
our tour, is seen partly hidden by the Spencer

sprang Into being as individuals, the founders of species. These two theories are full of suggestion and make this notch

seems Ur

the

or

than the miues

nearer

ore

Alpine willows,

it

EXCHANGE ST.

posed that these mines were in the immediate
vicinity of the great Katahdin; but, so far as I
am aware, there is scarcely
any deposit of iron

separate centres of
creation; that the Beautiful Saxifrage and the

which

Physicians and Families supplied with Medicines and
books. Cases renewed and vials refilled.
June 24. 1862,
eod6m

GRANT’S

——

SPRISG-BEDS, MATTRESSES, PEW-CUSB-

N0 57
MISCELLANEOUS.

Manufacturer of

SEAVET.

M.

and are pretty near the Katahdin Iron Works
A great many |>eople have erroneously sup-

tains to be distinct and

against

E-be-me,

called

by Arctic vegetation, and as the land gradually rose, the plants which we now see around
us compelled the Alpine plants to recede, and
at present they grow on those heights and in
those climates alone, to which they have been
obliged to retreat. Thus they now grow in
New England, ouly on Katahdin and Mount
Washington, causing these to be, as I havejust
said, islands in a sea of different vegetation.
Others hold the strong position, that the Almighty, by his creative fiat, made these moun-

the side of the wall

high enough to more
so they are like a dark

not

of hazy, like those in the distance.

covered

-and

1802.

BUSINESS CARDS.

PARKER,

UPHOLSTERER

ISTew

by

tween these two lakes is a range of mountains
which is so near us as to be plainly blue instead

It is surely a strange problem this of Connecting scattered links and again forming a
|>erfect chain; this problem of the ages of vegetable life and growth; of discovering whether
Katahdin and Mount Washington^re now like
Alpine or Arctic islands, in a sea ofplants, not
a single specimens of which occurs on the summits of these ranges. Many believe that in a cer-

touching

are

than hide the clitrs, and
green fringe lining all the shore to the Lake of
“Broken water,” Pemadumcook.
Between

land and Labrador.

chimney towers above

MEDICINES,

For sale at the above store

Before as lies that beautiful “Lake of many
islands,” Millinoket, with its broken shores and
clusters of emerald islands. The trees on its

petals assume a firmer instead of a more
fragile character, but it is still, like the snowplants of Switzerland, a rare film of cells alIn fact, most
most transparent in its pui Ity.
of the mountain flowers, except those which
are the poor and fallen representatives of the
rich Flora below, are very remarkable for their
beauty. Just as some, who have attained
those heights of worldly eminences, in which
they can And scarcely a ray of sympathy which
is not modified by the chillness of the situation,
have attracted universal attention by their purity of life and character.
There are a few plants peculiar to these
heights and climates around us ;|planta of Lap-

The

Him of mist.

a

From the dark north to the east, to the west
south, is an unobstructed view.

the

higher

Picture-Framing,

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

F.

FURNITURE,

Done neatly as usual.

feet above the level of the sea.

cloud to be seen, not even

a

and to the

should think its leaves would become rigidgmd

sive head

a

pinnacle.
forty-two

the

in the mountains nn impressive illustration

if., ic.,

This is five thousand three hundred

and structure, possessed by lew plants growing
in the warmer climate of the lower air. We

was

is

safe one, although characteristic
path
of t he mountain. And now we stand upon the

naked rock and, in its dreary exposure to the
mountain winds, preserves a delicacy of color

tain past age,our whole continent

and

Book-Binding

rigid

the

This little saxifrage,which well deserves the

give it,

.1

We find the distance from the monument to
tiie extreme summit to be over half a mile, but

America.
name we

1.1_1_

lady’s hand could hide it. It is continually supplied with water from the mountain
torrents coming from the melting snows.

could catch a

which descended

*

*1.

if a

as

Fancy Goods,

Next door above the British and American

cup, broken at the north-

or

Paper

Baniinis

Express
Office, where lie will accommodate all who may De in
want of goods in his line, at very low prices.

It is five acres in extent, and yet from this
this monument, mar which I stand, it seems

glimpse of the ravine
abruptly to the Lake in the
Basin. It was on the edge of this precipice,
that Rev. Mr. Blake, an indefatigable botanist,
discovered a plant new to our Alpine Flora of
we

“crater.”—

removed his stock of

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,

spruce trees, is a lake of snow water which has no outlet save by evaporation.

wall In front and behind us, walls of solid rock
scarcely tinged by the scanty Alpine vegeta-

tion,

crater,

a

Tn the ksutn „nA A-!_1

notch. As we stood at this

gulf
deeper gulf on

a

WILLIAM

edge.

ern

and the narrow rid ere which forms the bottom !
or

called Katahdin

have

This is a significant name, although it is not
strictly correct The mountain, so far from
being an extinct volcano, has scarcely a dyke
of Trap upon it, or around it; it is entirely of
granite. But the resemblance to a volcano
whose fires have been quenched, is certainly
striking, and suggests its exact form. It is

COMMUNICATIONS.

of the

Picture Frames,

MORNING, AUGUST 28,

BUSINESS CARDS.

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,

bids.

Many

the

lias

It was,

Transient Advertisements, 81.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, SI.25 per square; 75 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
81.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
82.00 per square per week.

ene

S. II. COLESWORTOY,

ap-

fascination of the instaut to throw ourself over
the brink.

vance.

per line for

gentle

silently grope our way along the
sharp edge of this double precipice, not one
says even a word; and we wondered that none
of us felt that terrible impulse which so often
seizes upon one in places similar to this—that

Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 86,OU per year in ad-

Notices,

its

at

As we

Che

Business

quiver

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

proach.

FOSTER & CO.

A.

THURSDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,

Is an active poison—it kills instantly.
It is easily prepured and used.
There is no danger of its being mistaken.
It stops locomotion—they cannot get away.
Each sheet will kill a quart ot Flies.

C. W. ATWELL Market Square. Portland,
General Agent for the State of Maine.

aug12*d3w

Middle Street.

CHARLES HOLDEN, Resident.
Edward Shaw, Secretary.
June 28.

eod3m

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,
j
1

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE

|*RESS.

—'J

THE DAILY PUESa
MAINE.

PORTLAND,

The Government and the

respondents.

#

The Boston

Thursday Morning. August 29* 1992*

ABNER COBURN,
Represent at ires

to Congress,
CMMiDWIN.ofS.Berwick.
Second District.HIDSVA PEKII AM, of Paris.
Third District., I AMES G. BLAINE, of Auirusta.
Fourth District JOH N U RICE, of Foxcroft.
Fifth District.. FREDERIC A. PIKE, of Calais.
Old Second District—vacancy,

FESSENDEN,

heading,

judgment the public are not In a position
to criticise. The exigency calling for it was
one w hich the general had to judge for himself,
and few others can fully understand how far it
justified his action. As we have before explained, upon ipieslious of this sort Wc arc, for
our own part, disposed to allow a wide discre-

First District. .UmS N.

TliOS. A. D.

in tiie above

our

OF SKOWHEGAN.

For

the subject referred

my of Virginia is of course severely criticised
by some of those whose vocation is thus destroyed. It is an order, however, which in

GOVERNOR,

FOR

on

says ‘‘the recentorder
by Gen. Ilalleck for the exclusion of the newspaper correspondents from the camps of the arto

NOMINATIONS.

REPUBLICAN

in a well considered

Advertiser,

and well written article

of Auburn.

tion to the officer who is called upon to act;
and is,tb our generals and the government ap-

For Senators,
Androscog'n.CHARLES F. JORDAN, of Poland.
Aroostook.... ISA AC HACKER, of Port Fairfield.
Cl—iftertoad..SAMI’EL E. SPRING, Portland,
JOHN II. PHILBRlt K, Standiah,
DANIEL ELLIOT, Brunswick,
LEVI ( RAM. Biidgton.
Franklin
\V I ELI A M II .!(MSS EL YN, or Phillips.
Hancock.A A R< >N EM ERS( »N, of (irland.
JOHN MILLIKEN, ofKennebec.NOAH WOODS, of Gardiner,
PELEG F. PIKE, of Fayette.
DENNIS L. MILLIKEN,ofAVaterville.
Knox.XA PHAN A. FA R W ELL. of Bock land.
GEORGE A. STARK, of Thomaston.
Oxford.RUFUS S. STEVENS, of Paris,
GEO. B. BARROWS, of Fry ©burg.
Penobscot-JOSEPH L. SMITH, of Oldtown,
JuHN A. PETERS, of Bangor,
CHARLES BEALE, of Hudson.
Somerset.ASA W. MOORE, ofDAVID D. STEWART, of St. Albans.
Waldo.B. M. ROBERTS, of Stockton,
JAMES p. WHITE, of Belfast.
York.JOHN WENTWORTH, oi Kitten*,
GIDEON TUCKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, of Parsonsficld.

upon the whole to he open to the
charge of allowing too free publication of military intelligence, rather than that of too close
pear to

us

restriction. Success in our military undertakings is a stronger interest at present than early or full information as to their progress.
Those who have them in charge are the best
fitted to judge what it is prudent to withhold
from the public; and if they decide that there
is even

chance of serving any useful purpose
withholding anything, they should he ena

by
couraged

■

For County ('omndasiouera,
Androscog'n.ROBERT MARTIN, of Danville.
Aroostook.. ..THOMAS J. BROWN, of llodgdon,
N ATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr’t.
Cumberlastd.. REUBEN HIGGINS, C. Elizabeth.
Franklin
.OLIVER PETTENGlLL. of Wilton.
Hancock.BARNEY 8. HILL, for ftdl term.
RUFUS II. SILSBY, for vacancy.
Kennebec.EZEKIEL HUBBARD,Knox.NATH’L ALFORD, of Hope.
Oxford.ELIAS M. CARTER, of Bethel.
Penobscot.BATCHELDER, of-.
Somerset.BENJ. F. LEADBETTER, ofWaldo.EKUBKN W. FILES, of Troy.
York.DEMON ROBERTS, of Lvman,
ALFRED HULL, of Shaplcigh.

in

taking the measures which they
thus find expedient.
In thus placing itself between the public and
the sources of informal ion, however, the government takes a position which imposes upon
it a new duty, and one which, wc apprehend,
it is not now discharging so satisfactorily as it
To such information

; might.

dently published,

the

lie pruhave a right. Tiie
as

public
serving

triends of those who are
their

..

;

companions

in

can

in the

field,

fields,
indeed every citizen who loves his country,lias
a right to he relieved, as soon as this is
possible, from tiie harrowing anxiety which is occasioned by imperfect knowledge of important
operations. Ordinarily the public attain this
relief from the press and secure it by the encouragement which is given for the speedy
publication of the news. If the government
anus

other

on

and

For Sheriffs,
Aroostook-WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield, i find it
necessary, a« in tiie ease of the army of
Cumberland..THOMAS PENNELL, Harpswell.
Franklin ....ORREN DAGGETT, of New Sharon.
to cut off this means of relief, it is
Virginia,
Kennebec.JOHN HATCH of Augusla.
Knox.S. W. LAUGHTON, of Appleton.
certainly bound to furnish some other channel
Oxford.HORATIO AUSTIN, of Canton.
through which the public may obtain with
Penobscot. ...JOHN 8. CIIADWK K, of Bangor.
Somerset.ABNER P. POWERS, ofI speed whatever is thought fit for publication.
Waldo.J. D. TUCKER, of Belfast.
Tiie present relation of the government to
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Wells.
the jH'oplc and the press is, in any view a dell-

♦rw-sr/w..MOSES

M. BUTLER, Portland.
.SEWELL ('HAM, of Wilton.
HOWES, of Rockland.
BOYLE, of l.'uity.

Franklin

;

public

that

such

common

public

Let the people
communicatfve

Itegiment

the present time
The next two months
at

be

tion of tlie 18th Maine is such that their sanitary condition must bo unhealthy. The Regiineut is scattered at several points and in some
very unhealthy parts of tlie Gulf. Previous
to tlie battle of Raton Rouge tile
sanitary condition of the 14th Regiment was fair. At tlie

present time they have
will lie well in the

large sick list. It
future, in forwarding supa

plies to our troops, not to overlook the Gulf
Department Let us tike good care of these
troops; they are doing the country great service, and are deserving a share of our hospital
supplies. We give tin: location of tlie 12th,
13th, 14th, 15th Regiments and the 1st Maine

I

Augusta, August 20. 1*2.J

Battery.

session of the Executive Council
will be held at the Council Chamber, in
Augusta, on Tuesday the twenty-third day of September
next.
Attest,
JUSEril B. HALL,
aug21dtd
Secretary of State.

In

the

“Department of the Gulf,” under
Butler, are four Maine
Regiments, stationed as follows: the 12th,
Col. Kimball, are in New Orleans and at the
command of General

termination of Lake Poutchartrain Railroad.
Tlie I3th, Col. Rust, hold Ship Island w ith (Vs
F, Capt. March, and I), Capt Bates; Fort

COUNTRY,

To-Day.

Pike with Co. C, Capt. Buck; Fort Macomb
K, Capt. Swan; Fort Jackson w ith
Co. G, Capt. Sawyer, Co. IL, Capt Clough,
and Co. I, Lieut Randall, Lieut Col. Ilaseltine commanding the Fort. Fort St.
Phillip
w ith Co. B,
Capt. Snell, Co. E, Capt. Quimby,
and Co. A, Capt Stevens, Major Grover commanding the Fort; tlie whole under command

Let every man rally fur his
country, to-day!
Close up your places of business, and come un
1
to the

with Co.

!

AFTERNOON,
und the work will

Our companies can Ire filled, and Portland
will have the proud name of

of General

Dow, who makes his headquarters
Phillip.
J
Country
The 14th Regiment, Col. Nickerson, are at
in a thrilling voice of patriotism that w ill inBaton Rouge.
spire every city and town throughout New
The 15th, Col. McC'lusky, are at Carroltou,
England.
Our city is now doing a good work, and ! 0 miles above New Orleans.
every effort should be made lo keep the hall f
The 1st Maine Battery are located with the
rolling.
At 2 o'clock this afternoon general business ! 12th Maine at New Orleans
will lie * us pointed, and the bell* of the several
Personal Bravery.—Volumes might bo
churches will be rung to call the
people to- written
upon tin* personal bravery of our
gether in one great council.
The several Banda will be in attendance in
troops, incidents of which arc constantly comfront of the Post Office, anil speeches will lie
ing to our knowledge. We received a letter a
made by Hon. F. O. J. Smith, Rev. H. Steushort time since from an officer in the7th
Regbins, and others.
iment, in which was related an incident, in
CapL Shaw's, and other companies will he
out in full ranks to participate in the exercises.
w hich Mr. Hiram
Church, of Presque Isle now
Come out.
man.
having

Answered lo the Calls of

at

our

and make this THE
every
GREAT MEETING of the campaign.

a

Fort St.

Sergeant in Co. I.

was

the hero.

Hiram is

ild, rollicking, good matured specimen of a
Yankee—awkward, keen, and shrewd, and
brave as a lion. But to the letter. Capt.a w

The Great War Meeting To-night.
Doubtless at an early hour the City Hall will
be, for the third time in less than a week,
crowded to its utmost capacity, in response to
the calls of patriotism. A few more rallies,
and the city’s quota will be full. We would
suggest that, in selecting speakers,more prom-

of the Press.

departure of
Regiment, which has occupied
Camp Howard, in this city, for the past four
weeks, took place this morning, and was the
occasion of a good deal of interest and excitement.
Nearly all last night the men were busy
in their preparations for leaving, and punctually at the hour named, 0 o’clock, A. M., the
regiment was marched to the cars in waiting
for them. A large crowd gathered at the depot and along the line of the march, and, of
course, there were the usual sad partings and
leave takings between relatives and friends.—
As the hour arrived for departure, fathers and
mothers, wives and sweethearts, felt as never
lietore the sacrifice they were making, and how
terrible a thing is war; hut the men went
proudly and cheerfully, and the loved ones
who stayed behind bade them “go forward” to

impart

a

feeling of sanctity,

feel that while

so

that

all shall

work of blood demands the
strong hand and the bold heart to strike death
to rebellion, still it is a work
upon which Heaven's

blessing

a

may he

expected

to rest.

Nathaniel

!

as

one; each colony had

a

generous

made us a nation.
This is seen now. We
have arrived to the conviction, that war must,
at present, lie the paramount business of life,
and are lilting the muscle to carry it on. lienee
this liourig more than any, other is like the
Revolution.—| Boston Boat.

Johnson,* Esq.,

speakers on Boston
terday afternoon, at the great
The

of the

one

oldest business men in Bangor, died
of apoplexy, last Monday.

suddenly

Common yes-

2y Cape Elizabeth has voted to pay $100
to volunteers, to till her quota of nine

months

men.

office. The scream of the tile ami rattle
of the drum, it thinks, do not lend to compose
the thoughts, it don't operate so with us. \Ve
rather like it.

men, while the privates are a body of sober
and true men, who justly merit our confidence
and pride. Their four weeks stay in Camp
Howard has

earned

for

them

a

character

citizens of which

among
they have no
to he ashamed. In the matter of temperance, I was informed by Col. Sew all that
our

regiment

had

hoiiv of

thousand soldiers

been

in

camp.

at

State under both calls.

What other

parallel this
fact ? The regiment was fully equipped before leaving, the arms furnished being the
latest pattern of the Springfield musket. It is
understood that they will go directly to Camp
Casey, near Washington.
a

Personal.—(’apt. W. M. Qttinby, of the
regiment, U.S. Infantry, who was wound-

can

12th

ed in the battle of Cedar Mountain, arrived at
home yesterday, still suffering from the wound.
The hall has not been extracted.

;y A few days since the Argus opposed
drafting, and urged the payment of bounties
to secure volunteers. Xow it complains because the draft has been posti>oned one
week,

war meetings in bath.

Here, as elsewhere, the people are wide
awake, and hard at work to procure by voluntary enlistments the last quota of
ed for.

men

call-

ok.Ali.to

opportunity

more

for

volunteering.
Regiment, Col. F.
D. Sewall, broke camp at Bath yesterday
morning, and passed through this city alsiut 9
o’clock, eu route for Washington. A liner
looking body of men has seldom gone forward

subjected to a
draft, seems now almost a foregone conclusion.
Liberal contributions have been made, w arranting the offer of a hundred dollars to each
volunteer, and public meetings are held each
day to stimulate the patriotism of the conunudity. At the meeting on Tuesday evening,
among other speakers was M;y. II. W. Owen
of this city, who plainly declared himself for
the most vigorous prosecution of the war.—
Tl.a iilao k

give

to

That Bath will not be

Maine 19th.—The 19th

to the field of conflict.
Grand Trunk

!

_a„_

Railway

Aug. IB, were
Corresponding

for the week

on

the

ending

*5B,sil.4o
51,141.59

week last year,

c

on

the

we

receive their hardest thrusts.

war so ns

not

to hurt our enemies

Let

w

Increase,

hile

*5.050 si

£ U' Major Cilley of the Maine Cavalry, who
had his right arm and shoulder badly shattered
by a shell in the tight with tin- rebels at Middletown, Va., on the 24th of May last, has so
far recovered as to be able to return to his

us em-

ploy every possible means to throttle this foul
rebellion, and not grow frightened while we
talk about coercion, subjugation or even ex-

home.

termination.

£2f”Judging

government steamboat to be nru.T.

from the columns of the Post
should infer that Boston is one great camp,

Messrs. Larrabee <fc Allen of this city, have
obtained a contract to build a steamer for the

in which business has become

lT.

military operations.

Navy,

».

work

which Is to be

on

wc

com-

It is to Ik* 240 feet in length,
moddeled alike at each end. and especially de-

signed

for service in shoal waters.

gunboat

country.

“j^'Tlie Worcester Transcript

Messrs.

the builders of the

were

The

Transcript adds,—“Artemas finds the
show business rather dull just now, and has
taken to drink. Why not enlist, old fellow ?”

Every body expects this to be an occasion of
rare interest, although opinion inclines to llie
view that the wisdom of the Historical
Society
made a slight mistake in fixing the date for
the 20th instead of the 80th ins t. Preparations
are 1 icing made to
carry down the river from
here two or three thousand people. Let us
hope they will be on hand.

War Meeting is Gorham.—There is to
rousing war meeting at the Town Hall,

be a

in Gorham, at .'1 o’clock this afternoon.
Geo.
T. Child, Esq. (Young Bunker Ilill), Hon. Josiah Pierce, E. 1*. Weston, Esq., a.id others,
will address the

THE PRESS IN BATH.

“live” paper.

a moment doubt the
of our young friend who lias sent us
the “thrillin skech” entitled “Deth to the Tra-

patriotism

ters,” but

Lintone.

Students—Recruit«—Col.

Ames—Appoint-

with the sacred

These men

nobly stood their ground in the
tight, have been confined in prisons and dungeons for more titan a year, for their unbendtheir

flag, have

privations, such as no soldier ever suffered before,
have endured tin* foulest abuse, and the bitterest insults, and at last are released on
parole
and burning witli impatience to meet again
in fight tile enemies of their country, and lay
their lives down, if need lie, a willing sacrifice
on her altar, and It certainly seems hard and
cruel, as well as most unprofitable, to keep
these noble heroes away from the Held of duty
and honor, If there is any possible way to exchange them. The Maine squad is under the
command of Acting Captain Charles C. Drew,
of this city, whom Dr. Buxton, who is also
suffered

>r\

rm y-M*VIM1

yoUTl^

have enlisted from Kent's Hill Seminary,
all but one of whom were preparing for the
or

for

college.

Brains

are

Convention. This is equal to the pious old
deacon, who saw no practical obstacle in the
way of Christian union, if all professors of religiou would but just join his church!

lighting

this war.
About 200 recruits for the old Regiments
will leave this city to-morrow. I shall Ik: able
in

few

Z1F~ The Inhabitants

days
give you
of tile whole number of such recruits
raised in the Suite, with the different
Regia

to

a

full and correct ac-

and enthusiastic town

count

ments to

Turner.

which was

'JF' We learn by telegraph that lion. T.
D’Arcy Magee, of the Canadian Ministry,
President of tin- Executive Council, left Montreal yesterday, and will reach Portland
by the
Grand Trunk Railway to-day, on Ins
way to
the Popltam celebration.

presided

of Camden held

a

large

meeting August gtith,

over

by

K. M.

Wood,Esq.,
$K,000, to be

and voted to raise the sum of
paid to volunteers or drafted men, to till the
Patriotic
quota (.so) under the last call.

which

Skirmisher.

doing so, they endorsed
the resolutions of the late Dana

men—but before

speeches

and

of

.Surgeon.—H. A.

Congress

attention

3 N\ estern

minds

and effects to make
of the anecdote of

of it.

it

re-

notorious char-

in

Westbrook.—The town of Westbrook, at

made

Reporter says a man named
Murray,of.Merigomish, a “Federalsoldier, was
some time ago shot for sleeping at his post.—

incensed other Nova Scotians, that
about a dozen of litem attempted to desert, but
lieing caught they were tried, and shortly aftewards shot.” It is needless, perhaps, to say
This act.

so

that this story Is literally a lie. No such proceedings have occurred. The secession sympathizers in the Provinces scruple at no false-

hoods, however glaring, to create
against the United States.

a

prejudice

lor Subsistence.

SEALED

DIED.

•*

In this city 27th inst. Alice Manning, yougest
daughter of tieo.C. and Sainh .1. Peters, a^l'2 vear*

In Brownfield 22d inst, Miss Sarah Lent itt,aged
2*5 rears; 23d inst. Mr. William Lane, aged 93 year*.
In Woolwich, 2oth ult, Mary M., wife of John Corliss. aged 44 years 4 month*.
At the Finlev hospital, Washington. 4th inst, of
malignant erysipelas. John II. Titcomb. son of Joseph and Joanna Titcomb, of Palmyra, a member of
the
Maine Battery, aged 24 vears'M mouths.
In Bauiror 25th inst, Nathaniel Johnson, Engaged
69 vear« 2 months.
fn Lowell 25th inst, Miss Atelmorn A Whitredge,

*•
1440
Hoap,
22 bushel* Sait,
300
Potatoes,
300 gallons Molasses.

The Subsistence must be of the best quality, and be
subjected to inspection. The nndersigned reserve#
the right to increase the amount to one-naif
by giving
tbit**
days’ mwlce to tin* successful bidder, and to reject all bids if lie deem* them unsatisfactory.
Kudorse “ProiMisa’s for Subsistence.”
T. C. J. DAILY.
1st IJeut., 17th Inf., A. A. C. 8.
ang28tsepl

—

years.

NOW

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
Mail* are forwarded by every steamer in the regular line*. The steamers for or from
call at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

Liverpool

NEVER,1

OH

Messrs. TOLMAN, LIBBY and BELL,

Londonderry.

TENT

AT THEIK

TO ARRIVE.

Hnrnmonia.Southampton. New York. .Aug
C ityof'New Y"ork.Lirerpoof.New York..Aug
Hibernian.Liverjmol.Onobec.Aug
Persia. ..Liverpool.New York. .Aug
Great Eastern.Liverpool.New ^ ork. Aug
litv of Washing'n.Liverpool.New York. Aug
Asia.Liverpool.New York..Aug

'leutonia.Southampton.New
Australasian.Liverpool.New

York
York

Ang
Aug

13
13
14
1*5
10
20
28
27
30

In Front of the 1'ustona

House,

HAVE Mitel*HKD TO-DAY-

UPWARDS OF SRVBSTERN VOLUNTEERS.

opened their tent this morning, and the mechanic* and working tn«‘n have maid footed their
patriotism by responding to this short call iu a manner that doc* credit to the Forcat
City,
The recruiting officer* are men of the light
stamp,
and under the experience of (’apt. Tolman, cannot

TWBY

TO l»KPART.

Scotia.New York.. Liverpool.Ang 27
Glasgow.New York Liver]MM>l.\ug 3o
Hai.su .New York.. Bremen.Aug H)
i Anglo Saxon.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 30
3
Hammonia....-New York. Hamburg.Sept 6
City of New York.New Y ork.. Liverpool.Sept 6
I
fi
I Great Eastern.New York. Liverpool.Sept 0
Persia....New York Uverpool.Sept 10
City of Washing’n. New York .Liverpool.Sept 13
Asia..Boston.Liver|>ool.Sept 17
Teutonia. New York.. Hamburg
Sept 2<>

!

fail

be

to

an ornament to

the Sunrise Mate.

Portland, Aug. 26, 1**2.

STATE

aug28—lw

OF

M 4IME.

legal meeting yesterday, voted

MARINE

<|iiota prior to September 10th, and

to extend
the same benefits to families as to those of vol-

unteers under former calls.

The

meeting

pou r or ronri.AXD.

Wrdnrsdny, August 27.
ARRIVED.
Counts. Dodge. Philadelphia.
Lewiston, Knight. Uostou.
CLEARED.
Sch Lallah Kookh, (Br) Ritchie, St John KII, by

was

addressed bv Mr. Geo. T. Child, of Massachusetts,—“Young Bunker Hill,"—J. T. Gilman
of the Portland Press, and Hon. F. O. J.
Smith.

The vote of the town

unanimous.

duty.
rjr-At

Sch .III
Steamer

perfectly

in

Union, of

Democrats,

a

the “Ccnstitu-

resolution

was

adopted, "demanding, in the name of Almighty
God,” that a “National Convention .shall be
called lor the purpose of attempting to stay
the ravages of w ar,” Ac. A National Convention could have no business, except to propose
changes in the Constitution. Seriously, is not
this nppi aliug to Almighty God, in such matters, about “played out?" It would be interesting to learn from the gentlemen ot Union,
who have sent their giist to the Saco Demo-

We can think of

nobody,

Congress from the 1st District,
and says great hopes, ou the part of the Democrats, are based on the fact that a large portion of Cumberland, and particularly Portland,
hung off so long la-fore giving their support

WedMuda,

nug27

NEW YORK, Aug. 27—Ar, bark* Mmte/uma. fm
Barhadoes; Ocean Pearl, from Belfast, Ireland; brig
Wiud, Turks Island.

d3t

JOHN L. ID IDS DON.
Adjutant General.

Come !

Come !

FISHER MEN.
I

Ar at at I,ubcc21*t, sch
Bay ( haleur.

Harmony, Ferguson, from

YOUR COUNTRY CALLS YOU!

Sid 23d, sch Abigail, Small, for mackerel.
DISASTERS.

unless it

to

GENERAL ORDER No. »i.
Till) lime fur the nul ling of rnmpunlea of enrolled
militia. fur making a lira It. .hall ho Will n onlay. tho
tenth ilny of 8o|>tcab«r. 1862. at nine o'clock in tho
forenoon, intend of
thcSil.
Then* will bo a corriufKiniting rxtcn.ion of time
for completing the draft, and for fnrnlahlng evidence
of exemption Iherefrom.and fur notilViiig the drafted
meii of each company'.
i|uota, to appear at the place
of the draft to proceed to tho reudeavutu, at
provid«l iu General < inter No. 32.
By Order of the ( omntandcr-in.lTiicf.

Trade

be the National Committee of the Breckin-

be elected

Omen, 1
Auguata, Aug 2D. 1862. J

(by telegraph.)

!

*

ADJUTANT (.mtlAL’l

Brig Maria White was spoken Aug 19tb, 14 miles
8E o! Sombrero Key, her crew all down with the
fever; she was endeavoring to get to Kev
yellow
Weal.

crat’s mill, who could issue a call for such a
Convention, towhich the seceded States would

respond.

HEAD gi'ARTERS,

Tims Paddock.
Sch Margaret Alice, (llr) Simmous, Cornwallis,
NS. by master.
Sch Wm Arthur, Haskell, Philadelphia, by M B
Nickerson.
Sch Sam i Lewis, Fogg, Philadelphia, by Joseph H
White.
SI earner Chesapeake, Crowell, for New York, by
Emery & Fox.

Westbrook will do her whole

a caucus

tiou-as-it-is”

was

NEWS,

j
|

Sell James Henry, W ood, from New York for Bangor. is reported ashore on Nauset beach, (Cape Co«|,)
probably a total loss. Part of her cargo, dour and
corn, will be raved in a damaged state.
Sell Mars Hill, at Holme's Hole, from Boston for
New York, reports me lit of 23d. off ( ape Cod, lost
fore and main topmast* in a «|aail.
Sch Glenroy, Wakefield, from Georgetown DC for
Boatou, put into New York 25th to repair, having
sprung her foremast during a heavy gale.
Brig King Brothers, Lanaway. from Port au
Prince for New York, got a«hoie on the Hog Sties,
near luagua August A, and would become a wreck.
I'art of her cargo would be saved.

TWENTY
-(’an

6th Maine

have

a

MEN

place

in the-

Battery,—Capt. McGilvery,

Among those brave and gallant men, if applied for

immediately.
|

$9:10.00 BOUNTY

A

ADVANCE,

before leaving the State.

Paid to each recruit

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO
Ar 25th iust, ship Mary, j
*75 in Money, and 160 Acres of Land,
Bridge, from Boston March 12th.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 15 h. ship W II Wharton,
tion. Our Wend may
j At the close of the war. Now la the laat chance—
Jones. New York; baik Argeau. I*otter, Boston;
j
The men who voted in convention against .Mr. i brig* Elisha Doaue. Morgan, Baltimore; Mary £
Come!
Norden, Philadeipbia.
Goodwin, are not the men to vote for Mr. ! Milliken,
N. B.-—Members of the Battery are exempted from
Ar 15th. shins Mont Blanc. Donnell, Boston; Riga,
Sweat. They will la- found shoulder to shoulFreeto. New ork: bark 1‘ow iiatiaii, Philadelphia;
picket duty.
brig Experiment, Gilbert. Baltimore.
der at the polls, swelling the majority of the
Office 27 Market Square,
Below 16th, ships Catharine, Freeman, fm Boston;
and Henrietta; bark* Carioca, Tvloregular nominee. Sir. Sweat stands no more J F Chamnan,
SAMUEL THURSTON,
graph; brigs Ida Mcl^od. J P Kdicott, Alice Lee,
chance of an election than the man in the
A G Caitell, Mary E Campbell; sch Dkoiona.
aug27—dlw
Recruiting officer.
14th. sch C B Stiekney, Garwood, New York;
CM
He will lie so far in the rear that we
moon.
16th bark Garibaldi. Hoyt. do.
PORT ROYAL—Cld 18th, ship Planter, Daily, for
doubt if he will cure to have the votes countForties* Monro.-.
ed. He will prefer to have those given to him
BALTIMt*KE—Ar 25th. bark Hadley. Mayo. from
J Fortress Monroe; brig Darien, Unary, N« w Orleans;
put down as “scattering.”
T II O VI A S G. I. OKING,
i sobs S II Gibson, Bartlett, Boston; Lucy C hurch,
Adam*, Fortress Monroe.
A Nobi.e-iifakteh Lnoeisiiman.—At the
DRUGGIST,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23*1, bark Joseph Maxwell.
Davis, Porto t abello Augl; sch ltaska, Williams,
great meeting of Monday iqght liev. Mr. foil11(111^1: w ■ rui iui
ruillUNi
New 5 ork.
of
was
the
lie
among
speakers.
ycr,
Chicago,
Ar24th, brig Lillian, Bailey, Turks Island; sch
without
extra
and a
applied
charge,
llenrr Nutt. Baker, New Orleans.
said he was an Englishman by birth. From
perfect lit guaranteed. Children’* Trusses, also
NE\V YoKh-Ar 25th, brigs Dunkirk. I.eland,
for
instrument*
the
bow
cure
of
weak
ancle*
ehildhood
it
had
la-on
the
and
leg*.
cherished
early
Salt Cay TI: Annie Bell. Bowdoin, Last Harbor, TI;
club feet. Elastic Stocking*
forthe^eure of enlarged
Gtonroy, Wakefield, Georgetown, IK', for Bustou;
dream of his ambition to come to America, lie
veius constantly on hand.
j sells II M Mayo, JIcFarln, Calais; Ann S Suiter,
£F* The Foot liberally considered.
aug27dtf
was married to a jioor girl one day and started
FMi Wliehsm; 1 B Smith, Briggs, aid Sarah,
Yeaton, Providence; Oraioo, Tucker, and Otronto,
for the new world the next, lie was then
to Mr. Goodwin in the

—

Bepublicaii Convenlay aside his fears.—

Practical

viri

Truss

Fitter.

.m

TRUSSES

poor—very poor, lie now hail some money,
but not a great deal; he had some influence,
hut not much; he had a name, though a small
one,

hut for all that he was and for all that he

had, he was indebted to our free institutions;
all had lecn acquired under the stars ami
With this feeling uppermost, when
that flag w as dishonored and its country was
imperiled, he made up his tniml that all lie

stripes.

Haiuniond, Itondout for Boston.
Also ar 26th, ship Lookout, Sherwood, San Francisco May 20th; baik Gad Ldeu. Keed, New Orleans
25th uit.
I Id 25th. ships Of lent, Hill, Liverpool; barks 11 T
Yeunard. DrinkwaU-r, Bristol; Alice Fainter, llavden.
and Laura Kiiss, Russ, New Orleans; brigs
|
Belle, Yates, Havana; U K Kibbr, Murray, Elizabethport;. schs XV A Griflkn, Borden, Grenada: B
! .Strong, Smith, Baltimore; Y« rmiliou, Avery, Wilmington; Otranto, llammond. Boston.
1
Ar 25th, ship Albion, from Live rpool; bark Fanny
Herrick. Key West; brig Beoj Delano, Kio Grande.’
l’KoYIDENt K Ar 25th, *chs t indcrella, Lewis,
!
Messenger, Fogg, Bangor.
Sid ir»th. sclis George Fales, Nickerson, Fortress
—

u

The Halifax, N. S.,

fm

flow-

bark

PHOTOS A L* will bo received by tho
undersigned at Augusta, Maine, until the first
day of September. 18»a, at 4 o'clock P M., for tho
following Subsistence Stores to In* delivered at Camp
h. D. Keyes. Augusta, Maim*, iu such
quantities a*
may he re |uired, part of which may be wanted by
the 3d day of September:
40 barrel* Me** Pork,
113
Me** Beef,
100
Flour,
2400
pound* Hard Bread (in barrels),
77 bushel* Beans (in barrels),
36«*) pound* Rice (iu bag* or barrels).
2000
Coffee, roasted ami ground.
180
Black Tea,
"
5400
Sugar, coffee-crushed,
100 gallons Vinegar.
450 pounds Adamantine Candles,

Belfast, Mr. * liarles l\. Nickerson to Miss 1 1<
A. Larraliee.
lu llallowcll, Mr. E. C. Town* to Mis* Clara F.
Richards.

to make a donation of $100 to each recruit under the nine
months call, who shall enlist to (ill the town’s

a

Proposal*

In

having
Argus

Darling

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Railroad,.I2fi

Europa.Boston.Liverpool.Sept
Augusta, who, when charged by a cit- j
izen with being a vulgar bawd, and a shameHibernian.Qtielwc.Uverpool.Sept
less prostitute, very humbly replied,“Why, my
dear sir, you flatter me.”'

acter

a

r'Port

na5 for New York.
Aug 12, lat 27, Ion 73 45, bark Menry
Portland for New Orleans; at tho same
land, from Philadelphia for do.

nora

aged 21]

Atmosphere. Harris,

*l,iP Mu"u,u,‘“’ fro"> Plymouth, E,
f.
lend*
No date, lat 3T,. Ion 75, bark
Dlligene., ftom rarde-

_MARRIED.

the Constitu-

light

us

HI'OKKY.
Aug 3. lat i> 15. Ion 4880. ship
from New York for Liverpool.

[By Stephen Brown & Son.]
2.000 Bangor City Sixes (187*5).Iftl
3.000 Michigan Central Railroad, Eights (I860). ,M0

it ami its followers propose to “resist the tear.”

laughs,

paid to Surgery, including
nug7—6md

ear.

222.do.lift
1,000.do.llfti
1.500 Bath City Sixes (1891).Ml*
1.000 Ogdeusburg First Mortgage Bouds. 744

draft,

tion as it is, and goes lor the war only because
there is no hope for iLs alteration so as still
further to favor despotism, that paper really

LAMB, M. D.,
Streets,

BOARD.
Boston, August 27, 18*2.
S 2 Boston ami Maine Railroad. 113}
39,*M> United .states Coupon sixes (lssl). Ini}
S.r***) United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.104]
5****.do.
104I
33,000 C. States Certificate* of Indebtedness.,... 'JO?
11,120 Dnited States Demand Notes.1075
1 .<»*>•* U. S. Coupons, August 19.114}
2,100 American (iold.
lift}

legitimate results of the pernicious teachlugs of the Saco Democrat. That is the way

recently been opjKjsed to

ton.

( Id at do 18th, sch*
Gazelle, Swain, Boston: 19tb
Surnnse. Barclay, do.
( Id at st John
NB. 21st, brig flenry Lauren*.
Johnson
Philadelphia: schs Harry Smith, l>ick.
New Bet 1 ford.
»,"tl!«, AppMyr. Wjlminnlon,
1K*1, 23d, On wan’*h.c
I, Braunen, Providence.

BROKER’S

the

lets but

inst, sell Chief, Eldridcc, from

Ar at St Thomas 1st Inst, bark Teresa, Poster, New
York (and cld 7th for Maracaibo.)
Ar at do lltli, brig Frontier, Shcdd,
Martinique
(and eld lltli for Turk* Tdand.)
In port lltli, ship Glotic, wrtg orders.
Off the harbor 9th, brig Huron de Castine, Saunders, for Turk# Island, to load salt for New York or

and Chestnut

by Messrs. Smart,Talliot,
it is ho|asl that the
Albany;
was and all he had should Ik- consecrated to
Monroe.
quota w ill be railed by enlistment.
PA WTUcKET—Ar26th, sch Excelsior, Norman.
their defence and safety. His recital of w hat
Z&"'The Argus speaks of the Press as the
Eli/abeiupurt.
he had done and is now doing, for the sick and
j BKlSToL—Ar 24th, sch Isaac I* Hazard, Wilson,
“abolition organ of this city.* When the opwounded soldiers, afforded satisfactory proof ! Kli/akN-thport.
NEWPORT—Ar 24th, sclis Fannie Mitchell, ffamprobrious epithet “abolitionist" is thrown at us that what lie said he
felt; that what he felt he j iltou, Portland for Philadelphia; Caioline, Dyer, tor
by such truckling, cringing and shameless will do.
; Near BcdfiM d.
Ketiirm d iu consequence of head winds, schs Yanpandcrcrs to slaveholders, as the Portland
tic, ami Eagle.
Fhom the Fifteenth Regiment.— A
Sid 24th, f*cbs Hamilton. Nicki rson, for New York;
Argus, it ceases to annoy—it becomes an honSea Bird. Fannie Mitchell. Messenger, S LTUley,
friend has kindly permitted us to make a few
orable designation. If the Argus w ill never
Eagle, \ antic, Alvtilda. and others.
extracts from a letter from a memlicr ot the
BosToN Ar 2*»tb. bark B Fountain, f ountain,
cast suspicion upon our cause by its
praises, \ lath
Pieton: schs K S Ihiutlev. Nickerson, Baltimore;
dated
tith.
The
writer
Regiment
August
we care not what else it may do.
Medora. t has* do; Fonst
: Ocean Birti, Berry, do:
says:
City, Lovell, Philadelphia: David smith, l><»tiglas,
Z& Writing letters to the President is all I
do; Isaac Rich. Crowell, d*-; Eben sawver. I racy;
“The regiment i« in a most deplorable conH It Babson. William*; I.ad.v Suffolk, baker, and
the vogue now. Horace Greeley has written
dition. Our Colonel is in New Orleans, the
Constitution, strout, Philadelphia.
Also ar 2>»(i>. seb* Fe-sendeii, Hooper; Madonna,
l.ieut. Colonel i- sick abed at the General
two, and Mrs. Lydia Maria Child has addressCochran; lliavratlia, Disnev ; .lame- Bliss, Hatch,
ed one to him, calling for a proclamation of j Hospital. The Adjutant is also sick and in
and H H Wellington. Well*. Philadelphia; Evelyn,
the hospital. Capt. Murray of Co. A, Capt.
Crowley. Elizabethport; Corrib.Bnrgess. New York;
emancipation. We arc expecting every day. if Drew of Co. G,
and Capt. Merrill of Co. K,
Thame.*, Albee.t ui*: Coral, Frisbee, Bangor; Wild
this business should not sooner be played out, j are in the
Rover, Bradford, Friendship; Commerce, Mullen,
as
are
six
and
hospital,
Lieutenants;
Deer Lie.
that Artcmas Ward will send him one of his : three Captains are sick in quarters, giving us
(.'Id 2dth, brig Elsittore, Johnson, Granville, NS.
Sid 2bth, brigs D B lKiane. and Kival.
characteristic letters. "Old Abe* may feel i about ten officers for duty. Then- are also (>4 uou-eomniissioned officers and -50
Ar27th, brig Kio Grande, Greeulenf, Baltimore;
prithankful for one fact; that if lie can’t help the
sch Abbv Welu Cunningham^ Komlout.
vates oil the siek list. Doth .Surgeons are sick,
T.U
NToN
Ar 25th, sell R.-aunke. Pauli, Eli/aand tlie Hospital Steward attends tlie sick
writing, he can avoid the reading of them.
betbport: S L Crocker, Pre*l>ev. Philadelphia.
calls. **• If there are any men in PortAi 25th. sell Nuiutic, White, Philadelphia.
Nova Scotians Shot fob Dksfrtion.—
land
can't
were

Simonton and others,

j

Particular

in another town has
returned his blanks, Ac., to the Governor, having refused to obey his instructions. Such are

rfT '.Y correspondent of this paper
proved from its own columns that the

New York, dlag.

at

augTdly

diseases of the eye and

orderly sergeant

to

adopted

Physician

Legitimate Results.—Wc hear it stated
that in one town at least in York County, a
a

office,.f»

Me.

Office, corner
Portland, Me.

in “roots and derivatives.”
The New Orleans Delta throws light on the
subject as follows :—“The Dunes and Swedes
come nearer in pronunciation and meaning
than any of those Greeks with the jaw-breaking names. The Dane lias it skeliaddaddlial;
the Swede has it skydehel, to scut or send liefore the wind; the Yankee lias it scoot, and
Paddy lias it shintydevil. This last one is, we
think, the raal source and tnainin av the word.”

and an

at

Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church,

Portland,

“Skedaddle.”—Tills newly-coined word is

ble madness.

and

gress

puzzling the diggers

ridge democracy.
~#'An anxious friend, probably not well
posted, writes to know if Mr. Sweat is likely

son

subsequent sitting

--

their

flag.”
w-The rebel Congress does its business
in secret session, with closed doors. The Southern papers generally are uttering their complaints at this course of their leaders. They
regard the exclusion of the people from a
knowledge of the acts of the legislators, as an
indication of approaching despotism. .Sensi-

ZJT’ The Democratic County Convention in
Oxford took preliminary steps to unite the two
factions of the party—the Danaites and .Jame-

men

ministry,

you owe

exemplary manner.,
rr-or. Brownson,formerly an old line Jack- !
sonian Democrat, now an eminent Catholic,
and editor of Brownson’s Review, recently had
an interview with President Lincoln, in which
he urged emancipation ns a means of saving
the country, and as a step which must be taken before colonization on a
large scale could

will Ik*.
run,

obligation

them in the most

der in camp, and, in tills respect, is a credit to
tile state as they always have been, and always
livsi

and

flames. Let the Dre first be put out—and we
shall not scan any man at file brakes to ascertain his nationality or color—and then if we
can find the incendiaries, we will deal with

there, deseritais as a most competent and |KipHe writes that the Maine squad
surpasses all the others in cleanliness and or-

me

duty

'4f“Our National edifice is on fire, and the
great problem is, not who first applied the incendiary torch, but how to extinguish the

ular officer.

umm

down

the

it would seem proper and just that these should
Ik* exchanged licfore those subsequently taken.

to

lay

suffered at the hands of individuals, from time
to time, here or in any other city, to interfere

with their old comrades in the field.
of them were captured at Bull Hun, and

ing fidelity

advise him at once to

;jf“Said the noble Corcoran in Philadelphia—and ho spoke perticularly to his countrymen, the people from Hie Emerald Isle—“Allow no petty malice, nothing you may have

Aigista, Aug. 27.18112.
Elis. Press :—There are now' at Annapolis
nearly sixteen hundred unexchanged paroled
prisoners, of which aliout one hundred are
Maine soldiers. They are all urgently anxious
to be exchanged, and to take their places once
Many

we

the pen for the sword, and if lie can't get a
sword, let him seize a bayonet, and rush on to
the cl large.

From our Regular <’om*njK>ndcnt.
I*etter from the Mute Capital.
Paroled Prisoners at A nnujiolut—Patriotic

ments.

people.

'lf~' We wouldn’t for

I suppose you know the Press is largely rend
in this rity. It Is universally quoted, appealed
to and admired. All concur in the opinion

more

Tuesday

Each

inst, bark X II Gaston, King, fm

(P"Consumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of !
Lungs, successfully treated by InhaPhiladelphia.
lation,
By C. Mouse, M. 1>.,
At Ponce 10th inst, bark Tivola, Brown, for New
lork 8 davs; sell Gen Armstrong, Stanfield for New
aul8 ’t2 eod
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.
Haven lo days.
Ar at Halifax 19th
Dentistry.—I)r. JOSlAlI 1IEALD, No. 241 Conin*t,brig JD Lincoln. Portland
for Pic

Committee, otter a bounty of fifty
dollars to each volunteer, and should the whole
number 1m, raised without resort toa draft,they
will divide the whole sum raised by subscription, which will make about $H() a piece, exclusive of the bounty of $20, ottered by the
city.

drunkennK

Katahdin.

a

of

says Artemas Ward wits before the Worcester
Police Court the day before for

FORT POI'HAM CELEBRATION.

that you make

secondary to
right. The great

business of all should be the salvation of the

menced at once.

Larrabee & Allen

That is

Examination at office,.?K2 00

the Throat and

Well Don e. Batii.—The citizens of Bath,

company lias been organized to resist

Railway Traffic.—The receipts

drew *.
At BarDadoes 9th
New York.
At St Martin* 5th

residence,... 3 50
Each subsequent visit at residence. \ 00
August 1*5, 1862.—tf

these Islands.

through

First

City Patients, first Examination

jy The friends of I.icnt.Col. Varney gave
him art elegant dinner at the Bangor House
last Tuesday evening.
About one hundred
persons sat down to the bountifully spread tables. Col. Varney leaves Bangor this morning, we understand, to join bis regiment.
jy The town of Monmouth held a meeting on Monday, and voted to pay a bounty of

there had been but one occasion for the punishment of a man for drunkenness since the

only the truth to say of this regiment, that it
is made up of the very best material; among
the officers are no drunken or broken down

At Pernambuco 35th ult, brig Roanoke, Long, fm
New York, for .St Thoms * next day.
Hailed from A “pin wall lltli inst, brig Costa Rica,
Peel. New York; sch Huean ( base, Madura, St An-

to

him.

ing

£y In a communication to the War Department the Adjutant,General of Illinois reports that on Thursday 45,000 men had been
enlisted—10,000 more than the quota of the

It is

QU1MBY, would give notice that he ha
Portland, and can be found at his Room,
No. 13 International House,
Tuesday, August
12th, where be will attend to all wishing to consul

ry The N ew Bedford Mercury says its no
joke, editing a paper In next door to a recruit-

cause

their duties and the risks before them.

war

1>K. I*. I*.

returned

bounty

meeting,
were Hon. Edward Everett, Gov. Andrew,
and Judge Thomas.
$2o to each volunteer under the last call of the
:yit is stated that the Union gunboats
and rams were to leave Helena, Ark., for ! President, and $30 to tin; family of said volunVicksburg, on the loth inst. This looks like teer; and if the quota of the town should not
lie made up by volunteers, the same amount to
business again.
Ik; paid to drafted men.
SyGen. Ca«s is making speeches to encourage enlistments. At the age of nearly ISO
Z if The editors of the Boston Commercial
his strength and
are not so abated
Bulletin have been shown samples of cotton
patriotism
as to prevent his making noble and
eloquent from the Sandwich
Islands, which lor fineness
appeals to his countrymen.
of quality and staple compare favorably with
The Bangor Whig states that Mrs. Anour sea island cotton.
It would seem that
thony Woodward was tlirow'n from her car- with
proper encouragement there is no reason
to
the
sidewalk
last
and
conriage
Tuesday,
why cotton should not be extensively cultivatsiderably injured. Cause, a runaway horse.
ed

1

wa re

SELECTED.

can, the Journal and the Sentinel.

•

appreciation of the other.- Thus the I'nion
was as perfect as the cause w as
just, and this

AND

Camp Meeting at Poland commences Monday, Sept. 1st.
jy* lion. Charles Ingersoll of Philadelphia, lias been arrested for alleged treasonable language spoken at a public mectiug.
By- Three of the Lawrence editors have
recently enlisted, one each from the Ameri-

Editors ofthe Press:—The

the Nineteenth

they are to lie attached.
Col. Adelbert Ames, of tile 20th Regiment,
writes as follows:
arrived here yesterday. He is a great acquisiWhen our forces were at Yorktown, or rathtion to Maine. To an inquiry made of the
er before it, our Regiment was on
picket on
the left bank of Warwick River. The rebels
War Department, by Gov. Washburn, asking
w ere picketed on the other bank.
Our side of
permission to commission, in the new Regithe river was lined with a young growth of
ments, non-commissioned officers and privates
w ood, with
one
only
opening which was a clearinence should be given to the young nu n of
in the old Regiments, in the Held, and who
ing of alsnit 30 acres. The rebels had dug a
the city; those who have enlisted or are extitle pit on the other side, and any one who
have shown themselves worthy of promotion!
j
pected to enlist to swell the ranks of the ar- made his appearance in the clearing, was sure the following reply was received:
to get a volley of from five to six
sharp shootmies of the Union. The object Is to awaken
“War Department,
ers.
In the discharge of his duty, Sergt.
a proper feeling aud enthusiasm
Adjutant General's Office,
Church, Itad occasion to pass this clearing. Inamong this
Washington, Aug. 22.1SH2.
class of our fellow-citizens, and who can so
stead of going round, as lie ought to have done,
//is Exrcllrncy thr G'orernor uf M'litu ;
lie went across it, within goo yds of the rebel
well do this as young men themselves,—those
Sir. Your letter of the 15th inat. lias been
pit. After he got about half way across, up j received. Have
whose hearts are in full symyathy with the
respectfully to inform you, in
six rebels, and let go a volley at him.
sprang
class to be mqged.
reply, that tile suggestion contained therein of
Although we called to him to run, he did not
soldiers
from their regiments is
detaching
And we would further suggest that
quicken his pace, hut kept slowly on until lie deemed
proper
inexpedient.
reached
the
not
however
until
woods,
they
enlisting paper, be ready on the spot, so that
1 tun, sir, very respectfully,
have given hi ni f/tt'tc roWIes. When became
up
recruits may he received then and there.
Your oli't serv’t,
I asked vriiy lie had not run,his
w as.they
reply
F. D. Towsimi, Ass’t Adj’t General.
“Strike while the iron is hot,” is an old but a
say 1 have no courage. I will never run from a
Tile following gentlemen have been appointpractical precept. When the wax is softened relict, and well lias he kept his word. lie has
Ih'cii with his company in ail of the marches
ed Assistant Surgeons for the
it is in the best condition to be moulded into
Regiments in
and all of the battles.
the Held, viz: Dr. T. F. Pratt, of New
any desirable shape. The object of the meet- I
Sharon,
for tile 2d Heg’t; Dr. Pearl Martin, of LewisThe Hoi'll. This hour is more like Revoing to-night is not for display of oratory, but
to bring heart in contact with heart, and to
lutionary times than any lionr since the strike ton, for the oth; Dr. A1 Waterhouse, of Buxupon Fort Sumpter. Then nothing in New
ton, for the 7th; and Dr. M. B. Wedgcwood,
kindle the smouldering embers of patriotism
F.nglaud was thought of, talked of, or .. of Durham, for the
into a flame, and make them burn with intense I
11th; and the following
but what was connected with the primal
duty Examining Surgeons, viz: Dr. N. K.
heat. Let all who can, be there; the
Clark, of
young | of self—preservation—-the business of war. For
men to ire
yneman left the field, the mechanic the
Farmington, Dr. K. F. Plalsted of Phillip*, Dr.
stimulated; the ladies, to encourage i this tilethe
merchant the desk; and for this,
E. G. Decker, of Fort Fairfield, Dr. A. Burby their smiles and sympathies; the old men, shop,
tilings personal that div ided were set aside and
—the men ol substance,”—to
bank, of Lewiston, and Dr. P. Bradford, of
all united as brothers.
encourage by
Town and countrj
their generous proffers of all needful material
aid; clergymen and other Christian people, to

ORIGINAL

Hath, August 27, 1SC>2.

when the

Department
neglected.
are by far the most sickly months of the year.
Already the 13th and 14th Maine are suffering by sickness ami wounded men. The loca-

are requested to
the Town House in said town on Saturday,
Aug. 30th, at 4 o’clock B. M.. to nominate a candidate for Representative to the S ate
Legislature,
d&w
Ber order Town Committee.

overwhelming numbers,

truthful,

must not

at

be accomplished.

for the

by

be feared, nor
to shape the news

Eds. Prf-KH:—The location of our

Scarborough.
The
Republicans of Scarborough

In

affected

not now

in tlie Gulf

of Sweden.

Meeting

by

Department of the Gulf.
Portland, Aug. 27th, 1802.

The
who
support the State and National administration* in
Hie ptfsont conflict with rebellion, are
requested to
meet at the TOWN HOUSE,oil
Saturday, Aug..loth,
at 2 o’clock P. M., to make choice of a candidate for
Rcpr<-aentative in the State Legislature, and to transact any other business that
may properlv come before
them.
Per order Town Com.
Falmouth, Aug. 23,1*2.
d& wtd

THIS

downcast

general interest permits it to reveal what is passing, and they will
see to it that nothing is lost by the
generous
confidence thus displayed in the equanimity,
fortitude and steady courage of our nation.”

Republican Caucus— Falmouth.
Republicans of Falmouth, and all other*

EVERY MAN FOR HIS

or

eye.
learn that the government is

Judge of Brobato,

Great War

where it is to be

Frankness need

properly

...

AN

dispirited

does it require much policy

For Registers of Deeds,
Androscog*n. WM. F. OARCELON, of Lewiston.
Aroostook.
LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J.
A. BARTON. Southern District.
Cumberland..TH«>MAS HANCOCK. («ray.
franklin....S. B. MORRILL, of Farmington.
Hancock.JAMES W. DAVIS, of-.
Kennebec..1. A. RICHARDS, of Augusta.
Anox.GEO. W. WHITE, of Rockland.
Oxford.ALDEN CHASE, of Baris.
Pt nob*cot-JOHN RANDALL, Jr., of-.
Somerset.SAMUEL HOI K INS, of Skowkegan.
Waldo.MARSHALL DAVIS, of Brook*.
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Allied.

adjourned

It need not be feared that the

will not be

point

weal.

and

Stute of Bailie.
Executive Department,

delicate as seems

influences to the detriment of the

....

®«J

add, however,

any new s of reverse, either temporary or substantial. The temper of the people has passed

County Treasurers,

WOODBURY,

so

would oe

Especially is this
of the day is of an un-

the case when the new s
favorable cast.

Androscog IS A A C C. CURTIS, of Lewiston.
Aroostook.. ..SAM I, BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
'him her land. .THOMAS H. MEAD, Bridgfon.
franklin
LK<>N ARD KE1TH, of Farmington.
Hancock.WILLIAM II I ILSBURY, of--.
Kennebec.DANIEL BIKE, of Augusta.
Knar.ALDEN SPRAGUE, of Rockland.
Oxford.WILLIAM A. l’HX.IN, of Baris.
Somerset.ALBERT LEAVITT, ofWaldo.S. A. HOWES, of Belfast.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

M.

We must

that it is not in all respects
supposed sometimes.

Courts,
Hancock.BARKER W. BERRY, of Ellsworth.
Kennebec.WM. M. STRATTON, of Augusta.
Somerset.HIRAM KNoWLTON, of-

Oxford.ENOCH

this.

to be

For Clerks of

For

aim we uo noi Know mat it

complicated by

Enter.L. W.
Waldo.E. K.

For

one,

cau'

--

—

Correspondence

Newspaper Cor-

who want commissions and
FALL RIYER-Ar23d, schs Spring Bird, Rider,
get
New Y oik.
them from the Governor, send them down
Ar‘24th. schs Minerva, Jefferson, Baltimore; Mehere. We have encamped on our right, eight
dad Plait, Keiivou, Klizabethport.
Ar 25th. sch Luo Kobiusou. Davis. New York.
companies of negroes. The companies are
Sid 24th. brigs I hurst on, l.ampber, Pictou; sch
foil aTtd arc drilled every day by w hite men.
Seaman. EHzabethport.
They are under strict military discipline, and Tramtud,
S!d 25th. sch Orion. Davia, New York.
lor the length of time they have drilled, they
MACH1AS—Ar Hth, sell- May Flower, Holmes,
do better titan the loth. They draw their raBoston; Oriole, Haviucr, Portlai j.
Ar lttth, sell II It Foster, Colheth. Boston.
tions the same as we do. Resides these comAr 2dth, sch Amelia, Gould. New Y ork.
we
have about titteeii hundred contrapanies
Sid 17th. sch Oriole. Hayuier, Edcii; 22d, sch Freebands here, of all ages from six or seven min- |
j d«m, Crocker, Bo*tou.
utes up to one hundred years old.
It is awful warm here—I mean it is hut.—
FOR KM. \ I’ORTS.
Arat Malaga -lust, sch N & H Goodwin, Booth,
The "prickly heat” is dreadful. Von can't imNew Y ork
agine how intteh I sutler with it. It is worse,
Ar at Panama 15th Inst, steamship l ucle Sain, La1 should think, than the itch.’’
pidge, Sun Francisco.

\

THE ANNUAL PICNIC EXCURSION
-or TH*

—

FREE STREET SABBATH SCHOOL
Will

bo

mHE

1

made

on

Friday next,

Steamer Favorite

will

Wharf, foot of Tark Street,

to

Teak's

leave
at

cisbly.

Island.

Sturdivant's

7} o'clock,

frk-

Those wrho mav be unable to go at
7J o’clock, cau
take the boat at Burnham s Wharf, at 9 o’clock A.M.
and 21 I’ M.
Tickets 2»> cents, children half price, to pc obtained
at BvroU t ireenough k Co’s and F. K. Harris’.
dtd
Aug. 27. 1*2.

AMERICAN

HOUSE,

Boston, Mas*.,
I S the ’argest aud l*e»t arranged Hotel in
New
lthe
England State*; is centrally loca-

.-(» from ail the route* of
t'd. and us\ ot
lira* cl.
It contain* tin modern improveconvemerc*- for the comtori anil accommodation of the tm\elling
public.
The keeping rooms are large and well ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well arranged. and completely
furnished for families aud large travelling parties,
and the house will contiuao to Ik? kept as a first class
Hotel iu every respect.
LEWIS KICK. Troprietor.
dTnns
Boston, January. 1*>2.

J_jinent.- :uni.\.ry

Spiritualism.

(1

FOSTER, Test Medium, from New York.
having nrentlv returned from Europe, will

H.
•

*tuut Strrtt.
give seeance* at Ao. 3t* (
o’clock A M to 4 T. M

Hours from

10

Tersous who desire to witness the remarkable mani Test at ion ot printing names on the arm, cau uow
have an opportunity.
dlw
Tort land. Aug. 2J, 1*3.

J.

ffiViZ.

D.

U1IENEV,

MELODEON
—A,D_

llariiioiiiiim

Ylnniifhcturer,

185] MIVULK STKEET.

XT' B.—J. U. f. has received more tirat premiums
.,1 • for ln-*t instruments than any other maker iu
the State.
and Tuning promptly and person> attended to.
wly7

?

Repairing

Board,
Single
obtained
1NOR

tlentlemen

on

No. 99

July JO,

lsoi.

or

Small Families,

rca*<»natdo terms, at

FEDERAL STREET.
eodloi

cau

be

LATEST

MATTERS AROUT TOWN.

Foreign

committed.

Consequently

Charles H. Snow, for the same offense in-

penalty. Paid.
Frank Morse for an assault on Jacob Su«s,

curred the some

discharged on condition of bis leaving the
city this day, (Wednesday.)
Dy We learn that many of our people go
to Bath to-day, on tlieir way to the Pophain
was

celebration.

again under obligations to the
Express Co., for late provincial pa-

£y We
Eastern

TO THE

Portland

£y We learn that the lecture of Mr. Child,
gallant youug soldier, at the New City

Hall last

evening, was well attended, and was
listened to with deep interest.
tyTo-morrow is the great day at Fort
Pophain. Tickets for the excursion $1.25.—
Cars leave the depot at the foot of Myrte
lstrect, at 7 o’clock.
Change.—Attention is called to a change
in the notice of the Free Street Pie-NIc.

boat will

The

touch at Burnham's Wharf in the
but leave that wharf at It o’clock A.

not

morning,

M. and 2 1-2 o'clock P. M.

sy W e are requested to state that Major
ClLLET, of the first Maine cavalry, has been
invited to be present at the grand rally this
evening, and will speak if the state of his
health will permit.
Attention, Company!—Members of the
First Company, Portland Battalion, are requested to meet at their Armory, Fox Block,
tills afternoon at 3 o'clock, lor election of otti.
cers.
A full attendance is requested.
By There will be public services at the
Free street Baptist Church this (Thursday)
evening, at 7 o’clock, in connection with the
ordination of Mr. Henry M. King of Newton
Mass.

Center,

Hurrah for the Bf.d, White and Bi.ce.
See the advertisement of Messrs. Tolman, Libby and Bell in another column. Drop into
their tent in trout of the Poet-Oltiee and “sign
tile

papers.”
By We are glad to

hear that the Collector

of this port, Hon. Jededialt Jewett, goes down
by the Revenue Cutter, to join the Pophain
celebration, and that a national salute will be
Bred from the Cutter on the

placing of

the

memorial stone.

Train DELAYED.

—

The passenger train

Bangor, Tuesday morning, was delayed
by the breaking of one of the axle* ot engine
just as tlie train was starting. Conductor Pitman had to send to Watervllle for an
engine
from

before the train could move.
l^iiniumluipir'd

Tlm.l

trie

nnit

imul

in

front of the Post Office yesterday afternoon,
and circulated some of their best “notes.”—

They kept a large crowd around the recruiting
tents, and we leave no doubt their patriotic airs
had a wonderful cfl'ect in swelling the roll of
for the young battalion.

nanits

We would invite the attention of all
persons wiio stand in need of Trusses, to the
advertisement of Tlios. G. Loring, Praetieal
Truss Fitter.

An

of 15 years, in
the utmost confi-

experience

aaplying Trusses,
dence in his ability

warrant

satisfac-

give perfect

to

tion.

Close

Stores

the

tuis

All merchants and business

Afternoon.—

men

are

requested

to close their stores at 2 o'clock this afternoon
and devote the afternoon to efforts to aid the

recruiting offices. The bells will ring at two
o’clock, and it Is earnestly hoped that everybody will “fall in.”
In speaking of the extensive buildings
to lie erected at Camp King, for the accommodation of the troops, we omitted to state that,
In addition to those mentioned, there are to be
ten others built, ten
feet^by fifteen, to be used
for kitchens.
It will require for the whole
250,000 feet of lumber.

The work lias com-

menced.

Discouraging Enlistments.—We

arc

in-

formed of a

manufacturing firm in this city,
employing aliout thirty hands, four of whom
have enlisted, and others projiose to, but are
deterred from so doing because the selfish employers cannot sjiare their hands at this season
of the year, and the men do not feel like fighting the law for their pay, a month of which
the employers have always kept back. Surely,
Fort Warren should be enlarged.
Cy—The Advertiser charges a young man
of this city,—Mr. John F. Uich—with liuving
down for the war, and then
backing out, his patriotism having cooled off.
put his

name

We learn that

injustice

fellow-citizen;

is thus done our young
that he has not backed down

from Ids purpose to go the war, but is making
commendable efforts to obtain a position for

which he is well qualified, so he may
to

obliged

march at

not

down with a soldier’s gear.

Concert

by tiik

Alleghanians.—This

talented troupe, whose reputation had
ed them, gave one of their chaste and
entertaiuinents at Lancaster Hall last

precedpopular
evening.

They appeared both as vocalists and as bellringers, and the generous applause accorded
them showed that a Portland audience know
how to appreciate a pleasant evening’s divurto

tisemenL
cored.

Some of the

The

pieces were loudly enStar Spangled Banner was recciv.i........

.—*-

* i.

upon the novel

Another

piano

concert

with an entire

was

will be

change

....

—

-r..

pleasing affair.'—
given tins evening,
a

of programme.

The Young Recruits.—Yesterday afternoon Capt. Shaw’s company of young recruits,
about seventy-live present, paraded oil Exchange street, in front of Fox Block, and tho’
had neither anus, uniform, or other insignia of camp life to exhibit, they did exhibit

they

fine

specimens of young manhood.—
They attracted a good deal of attention.—
These young men are gathered from the (lower of our city, and in
laying them upon our
country’s altar Portland is truly giving up her
jewels. God grant that, at the conclusion of
an honorable peace, they may nil be returned
to the hollies from which they are taken, and
of which they are the cherished ornaments.—
Formed four abreast they marched up Exchange street, led by Poppcnberg’s Band,
keeping step with the precision of veterans.—
some

It is

a

noble corps, made up from the pure

terial blood of the

ar-

city.

Recruiting.—We

gratified
Dooley, who has
arc

to

learn

had eight
Capt. Andrew
years’ experience in the United States service,
is meeting with excellent success at his tent,
corner of Fore and Exchange streets, in recruiting a company of our adopted Irish citizens.
Yesterday, he had obtained the names of
seventeen, with more promised, all first-rate
men.
No class of men have proved themselves] more brave or patriotic during the
present struggle, than our true-hearted irishmen.
With the inspiration of such names as
those of Cass, Meagher, and
Corcoran, added
to their natural love of
lilierty, and innate hatred ol despotism, how could it lie otherwise ?
W e trust that Capt.
Dooley may be able to
that

lead

ft

lull company of these noble fellows to
They will never disgrace,

the field of conflict.
the country ol their
in the hour of

peril.

choice,

or

desert its (lag

a

Captured,

with

5000 Stand of Arms.
CAMPS

DESTROYED.

AMMUNITION AND FIELD PIECES TAKEN.

Helena, Ark., Aug. 24, {
via. Cairo, 2tith.
)
To Maj. Gen. Halleck, Comiimiider-in-Cliirl:
news
is
received
from
the
Satisfactory
navy
and army expedition sent down the river near
Millikcu s Herd, that tlie rebel transport boat
Fair l’lay was captured with a large
cargo of

and ammunition.
A rebel force was pursued by the troops to
Monroe, La., where there is a railroad and
telegraph. The depot was burned and the telegraph destroyed, cutting off the communication connecting Vicksburg with Little ltock
and Providence, La. 35 prisoners were taken,
and a large numlicr of negroes who were with
the rebel force, brought away 11 hogsheads of
sugar. 3 baggage wagons and 0 trucks were
destroyed, our troops not having the. means of
transportation to bring them to the river.
A portion of the force with the rams entered the Yazoo river, when a battery of 42
pounders and 2 field pieces were takeu, tlie
The
enemy fleeing without tiring a gnu.
heavy pieces were destroyed and tlie Held
pieces brought away.
Tlie ex|iedltion ascended the Yazoo river
above Sunflower, and then returned up the
Miss. The troops are scouring the shore, and
scattering guerillas with great success.
This is tlie substance ol Col. Wood’s reports.
arms

Cairo, ill., Aug. 2d, 9.30P.M.
To Hon. Gideon Welles, Sec y of Navy:
The combined naval and military expedition planned by Gen. Curtis and myself before
leaving Helena, has returned to the latter
place, having accomplished its work witli groat
The reliel transport Fair Play has
success.
been captured, containing 1200 new Enfield
rifles, 4000 new muskets, with accoutrements
complete, a large quantity of ammunition, 4
field guns, mounted howitzers, and some small

From Kentucky.

Louisvillk, Ky., August 2(5.
Tlie Journal learns (bat 60(5 of Morgan's
men went to Scottsville on
Monday, made several arrests, carried off a large quantity of
goods from several stores, leaving that afternoon and promising to return that night with
the whole foree. There is great excithment
at Glasgow.
Morgan is reported still at Hartsville with 2000 men.
New York Market.
Nkw York, August 27.
Cotton—firm; sales 1000 bales at 47j a 43c for mtding I plantls.
Flour—State and Western artivr; superfine State at
(H 80 a 5 00; extra do S5 10 a 6 25,: round hoop llhio,
ISo 40 a 5 60; Western #4 80 a 5 00; Southern unchatiff'sl; Canada a shade tinner; salt's 9.10 bids.
Wheat firm with a good demand— Chicago spring
Si 12a 1 19; Milwaukee club 1 lHu 1 22; amber Iowa
81 21 a 1 24; red winter Western SI 31 a 1 ;4‘1.
Corn—mixed Western 00c; lor sound old eastern,
55 a 68.

Col. Ward landed and captured the encampment of the 31st Louisiana regiment with all
their arms, the enemy flying before him. He
raptured another camp, with tents, baggage,
and provisions, burning tlie depot and8 cars,
and destroying the telegraph.
The combined expedition proceeded up tlie
Yazoo river, where it captured a battery consisting of a 04-pounder and a 42-pounder gun,
and a 24-pounder and a 12-pounder Held piece,
with 7000 pounds of powder and 1000 shot,
shell and grape. Col. Ward dispersed the rebels in several places.
<

n.

iiavis,

\

vado
Coffee
38

omtnouore.

dent is understood to have said that the crisis
is past and the dead pujnk.of danger turned.
An intelligent cofktnHEnd came in yesterday
and reports that we are licking the enemy and
have eaptured 13 guns.
A Lieut, of cavalry arrived last night and he
corroborates the contraband's story, but says
the number of guns captured was 10. lie. also states that when Stonewall Jackson's forces
reached the Rapiiahannock at Bennett’s Ford,
some 18 or 20 miles from here, a part of Gen.
McDowell’s forces were on the south bank of
the river. He says they secreted themselves
under cover of the woods, and that Jackson’s
forces passed them and attempted to ford the
While in the attempt Gen. Pope’s
river.
troops opened a destructive tire on them and
at the same time McDowell’s men threw themselves on their rear, thus bringing them beThis officer says that this
tween two tires.
portion of Jackson's forces, he can’t say how
many, were utterly annihilated and that the
river was red with rebel blood.
A correspondent of the Tribune tells an incredible story alM»ut the rebels having orders
from their General to sjiiire McDowell's staff
and baggage, hut to seize Pojh* and destroy
what was not of public iinjHirtanee.
The Huntsville, Ala., correspondent of the
Herald states it is currently believed that
Magruder with 15,000 men is marching into

Kentucky.

New York, Aug. 27.
The prize schooner Orient, from New Orleans, brings Randall, Peter Messer, Corp. E.
L. Douglas, M. Lawrence, J. W. Jordan, F

Bucking, Hedy, L. K. Tuttle and J. Babcock,
discharged soldiers of the 14th Maine.

New Yoke, Aug. 27.
special despatch to the Post from Washa
rebel
ington says
spy from the immediate
vicinity of Jackson's army was arrested in
1>.
this
Georgetown,
morning.
The National Intelligencer says the PresiA

Washington, August

27.
A dispatch received at the Post Office Department, dated Salt Lake, yesterday says a
general w ar w ith all the Indian tribes east of
the Missouri river, is close at hand.

ill euforce the confiscation ami emanciact to the best of bis ability.
McClellan lias visited this city and returned
to his command.
w

pation

arc

to-night.

expected

From Fortress Monroe.

Trembling Knees.—J. I). Brown, Esq., a
delegate to the Democratic State Convention
Portland, on the 14th inst., in the course of
j at
j some remarks, stated to the Convention, that

Fohthesh Monhoe. Aug. 27.
! when the doings of that < onvention w as known
Gen. Sumner’s corps all embarked from
at Skowhegau, there w ould be trembling knee*.
New]>orl News this forenoon.
We know of no man better qualified to judge
Gen. Keyes w ill remain at Yorktowu and
of this fact than Mr.
for it is a notori-

Brown,

vicinity.

All tile buildings in the vicinity of Fortress
Monroe are to Is* destroyed immediately.
Mr. Seger, proprietor of the Ilygeia Hotel,
has gone to Washington, having lieen notified
that his buildings were to come down ill four

days.

Railroad Train attacked by Guerillas.
CmcAiio, August 27.
A special despatch to the Tribune, dated
that
on
Cairo, says
Saturday last tin- train on
tile Memphis *k Charleston Railroad, when -1
miles beyond Courtland, was attacked by 400
guerillas, who destroyed the train, it was in
charge of a detachment of t lie 42d Illinois
regiment. 8 reliels were killed. 2 federals
were wounded, and 2 are
missing.
From Southern Papers.

Memphis, Aug.

returned from

four year*’ tour round
since their return, given
uucci-stfuk concert* in the city of New
Yoik; also visited Washington, Baltimore, aid many of the principal cities of the Western States, in
nil of which their concerts have been attended by the
largest, most fashionable and delighted audiences
that ever greeted musical artists, would now respect*
fu'ly announce TWO of their highly popular .musical KNTKKTAlN.Mh.NT8, at

ous

j

era tie

Estate,

MAVANTED—Convenient

j

SMALL RENT, of five or six
part of the city.

MEN

i CRACK
FOB THE

|

330,00 from

tin;

monied

men

of

T(k
•

flight.

one

up

aug 25

and

eg

Just received and for sale
F. A.

J. II.

alMlm

Catalogue,

COAL

large assortment of Oval, Gilt. Walnut, Ebony and
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,
hand.

If

For

CUMBERLAND

MAINE.

of this highly successftil school
begin Sojit. 10th, 18*12, and continue twentyweeks.
For “Circulars,” Ac., please address the Principal.
Parents are cordially invited to visit the school.

Coal#

The public are
mined to give good

LORBERY,

of the best
satisfaction.

quality,

bargains

are deterpay cash.

Office, Commercial Si., hnvl of Maine WKf.
SAWYER & WIIMWEY.
PLEASURE
with
EXrritSIONISTS
180 Fore Street

air

store# at

f**l mf

nr

«u|>|tlicd

Kirhnnsr.
BEC KETT.

Portland. June 23.

dtf

v s dkut aker,
No. Ill Exchange Street, Portland,

Residence

rear

stantly

of 411 Congress Street, keen#
baud all the \ avion# khul* of

AND

Now iii

lOR

ON and after Moudav. August 4th,
StsMucr Tl’ I K will leave Grand
*”"*%*■*—«- | rank lhpot Wharf 6. 8 and 10 A.
M.; and I 3 5 and 7 F M. Returning, leave the
Gland a! ♦'■}• '•* and 114 A. 31.: and 2, 4 and 9 P. 31.
£ ST TIC K Els 12 j t EN rs EAt 11 WAY.

o

s

CASKETS,
Use,

y

1>

<jr

e n

11

e m o

TWELVE
You

can

All

department
complete,
n-ad in the art.
OCRprising every article

No.

have made to

your order
of

a

drew

!

»*s

t outs,

they

woodbas,
Importer*

Riding

fie©. W
Seth B.

Tailor,

Portland, August 8. 18*2.

dlv

dly

The time

HARPER,

DI X ING SALOON.
For

Five

alllowed by ordinance of the city for

Per Cent.
—

j

Will

Discount
expire

on

THURSDAY
AUGUST 28,
IlKJiBY I\

Hold

Portland, Aug. 22, 1S**2.

Shirts,

on

14

Taxes,

Poll! LAND.

—

AMOS

NEXT,

Hook* !

ATLANTIC,

September.

and GODEY,

!8«2.
LORD,

Treasurer and Collector.
dta29

*liirt«.

Proprietor.

SMITII.
III Is L

Voting Listx.

BOAST.
Roast Bt*ef..2-5
18
K«>a*t Lamb.
l{oa*t < hicken. 21
Broiled Chicken,. 37

fltllk Board of Aldermen have prepared Check
A Li*ts of tin legal voter* of the *everai want*, to
the beat of their knowledge, a* required by law and
(meted the *ame in Citv Building—entrance, tower
door, Myrtle Street. The change* which will be
fouml in *aidXi*t* thi* year, occasioned mainly by
change of Ward line* authorised bv oto of the ciuthat
xen* at the spring election, render* it
«»r*rg voter should seo to it him*e/f that hi* name i*
he
i* a
on the Want LM of which
entered
correctly

F are:

OF

OB DEB.

Beef Steak. 25
Ham ami Egg*..25
Pried Mackerel.15
Cod Is h.15
44
Halibut,.15

imperative

EXTRA D/SUES.

o

Cr E N T L E M E N,

JR, Market Sqmw,
Old rmiti lt(’-4-ilt,
AND RENEWED by
iMorrison ft co.

JunCJiMtu

you want rtf leap and perfect fitting shirt, please
leave your measure for Mrs. A. MolTOlT* ceh*brated thal Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

IF

PapilnliMti.

MRS. A.

solicited till the 1st of Sepnineteen hundred dollar;
umberland, for a term of years, wilt
are hereby
a loan of

No.

|

2T

far order,
S. \v
LAKRABKR. Chairman.
Iwd
Portland, Aug. 23d, issci.

Boiled Mutton, with
< aper Sauce,
Boiled 11am,

...

'old Pr’d Corned Beef, 18
Bet fs tongue*.18

<

25
18

Muttou

Chop,.18

NolicT.

VVDDISUS.

MOFFOTT’S,

Market

resident.

DO! LED.

Remember the place,

1 PROPOSALS
tember, for

S(|uare,

Order* respectfully solicited by Mr*. Moffott, who
will pay personal attention to the same.
aul2dtf

SKALKD

PASTRY.

RELISHES.
Custard Pic.
Tomato*-*.6
Cucumbers.8
Apple Pic.
Stiuash Pie,.8 Onion*.8
Mince Pic,.0 Squash,.8
...

Mayor * orritK, Aug. 25. WK3.
PROl'MHAl> will be receiv«*d up 'o
and including Sept. 3d. 18IS. fl»r furui-hiug the
( itv with about 800 ton* first *|naiity I* high Coal. to
be delivered at New City Building—free from dust,

.8
.8

!

dirt and slate.

ON

7) A*/.VAX

Cofll-e,.8
Draught Ale,.5

1'ca,.8
Porter,.8

ty Open every Sunday from 8 to 1. am! from 2 to

o’clock!

juBMtf

W„ THOMAS. Mayor.

Shetlimd Pony.
SAI.K. by the subscriber, a handsome bay
pouv, seven year* old. weigh* about 400 pound*,
kind in ail harness, aud reliable for children to ride

IlOK
or

6

W

augJHtd

»13eod2wd ft wit

T|«m«*y l.osi.
Walcli I’ouihI.
the 19th Inst., between the Canal Hank and
the Pic Nie (irounds, near this Village, Tin
Princes' Exim >*. a
and a #20 hill of the Caowner can have the same by proving property
The iinder will be rewarded by leaving
j nal Hank.
and nay ing charges.
IE D. FAKNllAM.
the money at the olfiee of Princes’ Express,
I
i
Subattisvillc, Aug. 15, 1*02.
aug21dlw
augl5d3lftwlt

ON

Hailey.

Victor Hugo.
MAKIFS,
II AA.I. L. DAVIS
53 Exchange Street
dtf
Aug. IX. 1*22.

and 16 Exchange

com-

Cumberland Center, August 12, 1**2.

Charles

aur2ndAwtf

N«*w'

METROPOLITAN

Alfred Wivxlmm,

Woodman.

Her*ey,

bv

Square.

Treasurer.

(o.

Now. 51 and 50 Middle Street, Portland.

E X C II A N G E s T K E ET,

f«H

a

I AM FMTOIRS A\D JOBBERS OF CLOTBIAS,

Habits, &c.,

Cut, made ami trimmed by

Kxchungo Street,

run;

ami Wholesale Dealer* in

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

Vests, JlU'kt'Ls

BEEVES

A. I>.

TAXES FOB 1862.

<■<>,>,Is A <

semi-annually.
N L. Ill MPHREY.

^icir.

I’illlts,

Ladies’

FIVE PEH ( EXT. liiMOI XT

On Hand.

To

iwiiiiug

suit,

a

Portland, August G, 1*52.

lowest cash

ft

I!. —Field officer* of volunteer regiment* raised in
for nine month*’ service. will
captain* and Mila!tern* of the re*by
pective c>ni|«ui(* compo*iug tl»e same.
111.—All inen enlisting after thi* date, whether for
three years’nervice or for nine months’, in the place
of drafted men. will he credited to the towns in a Inch
reside, and not elsewhere.
Per order of the Commaiider-in-Chtef,
JOHN L. llnDSDoX, Adjutant Genera).
d3t
August
of drafted men
place
the
la* elected

Exchange

A. IK REEVES,

order by
ft CO., 28,

is

m

made by band, at the Tailoring Establishment of

IJIOK

do the rebels fear

I

save tkx times its cost to auy family using
it to repair Furniture,
Crockery ami
St mt Ware. Wholesale ami retail bv
Li. L. BAILLV, 42
Street.
i*eod8w’

DRESS COAT, PANTS AND VEST.

4-ill ■ rallies.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
size or style ih si red— latest patterns and best

Deep

LARRABEE,
Recruiting t Mficcr.

roll men t of the militia shall in all cases include all
the able tiodied citizen* between the age* of eighteen
and fortv-tive. and General Order No. 28 to amended

WILL

HOURS!

consisting

dtf

20 Market

close

Richards' Combined Glue and Cement

n,

At the rhort notice of

EDWARD SIIAW, A gent,
102 Middle Street, Portland.

of last Extra

of Laud at the

SAVE THE PIECES!

20 ExthanRi- Street.

alfl eod3v

LANI> COMPANY Imvo par*
Hannibal ft St. Joseph Railroad
< oinpany a large traet of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining tin- flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming anti nianuthct tiring purpose*,
and have divided their property into hits and tar ms.
They are offered to subscribers in share* of 930 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by calling on

low rates at
Vi l.cal. and at supply

sixty

$33 per Month.

acre*

IfT Keeruiting Office, foot of Exchange Street,

$20.

prices, in quantities to suit the
Ship Moulding.- made and finished to
MORRIS* »\ to.
Market Square.

fo

of the War.

W. D. KOHIVSOV

Missnl'ld
rpiIF.
A cIiosimI from tlie

to the town of
interest payable

Pay front $13
One hundred ami

user I'uiaii

June 23.

General*Office, I
Augusta, August 23, 18*3. I
GENERAL ORDER No. 37.
I.—The enrollment required under the direction* of
General Order No. 28 will be made in accordance
with the provisions of the act of Congress of July
17. 18*2. entitled “an act to amend the act calling
forth the militia to execute the law* of the t'nioa,
suppress insurrection* and rejwl invasion*. approved
Kel»ruarv 28th. 179f», and the act amendatory thereof,
and for other purposes.” which provide* that the en-

Cay and rations from date of enlistment. Term of
sooner discharged.
Medi-

i* it in t>*,

auglltf

HOMESTEADS FOR

Adjutant

service throe years unless
cal attendance free.

SALK.

*

will be known a* **t amp John Puim.”
By order of the Commander-In-Chief.
John l. hodsdok,
a22d3t
Adjutant Gtrneral.

ing families, f 1 per
wife, ami 50 cents for each child.

week for

Adjutant WILLIAM 11.

13

which uril] he known aa Camp E D Kt m
Gideon Mayo for the rendezvous at Baugor, which

To residents of Cortland ha\

JAMES P. SLEEPER.

Aug.ft.18tO._

gw***

MORRISON

fn'|Mvrtmeiit.

con-

And will make to order anything of thi# kind that
may l«* ordered, at short notice, from tin* cheain^t to
the"very HKt*T. By ghingtm strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and triuimiiig
of ilie above. 1 can furnish them cheaper than any
one else.

PORTLAND

stock in this

of the commandant*
It m ordered, That the place* designated in General Order No. 32 of thi*
viz: Portland.
Augusta and Bangor, will bo the rendezvous of tho
drafted militia of this State, and volunteer* in lieu of
draft; and the following gentlemen have been ap|M>iuted commandants thereof, compeusatiou to be
determined bv the War Department.
John Lvncfi for the rendezvous at Portland, which
will be known a* “Camp Abraham Lincoln.’'
George W. Kicker for the rendezvous at Augusta,
name*

l .Stale*,*47.

$75 Bounty at the Close of the War.

on

COFFINS

House, Cushing’s Island.

l'li<>t„t:r:t|»liir

Bounty from

SLKIIPEK,

I*.

funsi.sii ina

-TO THE-

4itilt, Rosewood, Ulat k W alnnt and
41;tk Mouldings.

25.
The Grenada Appeal of the 21st,
A Modest Editor.—A lady in Milwaukie,
says the
British steamer Racer touched at Charleston
the greater question, writes:—
discussing
44
on the 20th, and left
You icill take notice that just above the knee
ilsspatehes for the foreign
consuls, and then sailed -southward.
there is no hollow' or depression in which a
There is a tierce i|tinrrcl between
Bragg and garter could be retained,no projection on which
the. Mobile and Vicksburg papers.
; it could make a hold.”
To which the Buffalo
A manufactory lor Colt’s revolvers has
modestly replies.—
just Republic
*•
started
been
at Macon, Ga.
If'til ice take notice / Couldn’t think of it.
want to.
May Ik* worn about the” waist
|I Don’t
From Washington.
all
for
we know.
Take notice, indeed !
Washington, Aug. 27.
Seward
left
Tom
tin*
author el tin* fefioviu
Moore Is
Secretary
Washington to-day for
several weeks’ sojourn at his home in Auburn. j gushing little epigram, which hits been credited
N. V.
others :—
j to a dozen
The rumor that (Sen. McDowell has lieen
“They say thine eyes, like sunny skies,
The*
chief attraction form :
shot by <Jen. Siegel, or anybody else, is simply
I see no sunshine iu those eyes.
absurd, and hardly worth a denial.
I
They take me all by storm.”

Advance

TOTAL ADVANCE OF *440.

MMMSm

is4mdAw

OX STAN T

Bounty from State, *33.

Advance

KAKIN'i A

Wiiat oi k Gunboats have done.—The
have l.layeft in important part, and
sometimes have been the chief agents in most
of the Union victories. This was the ease at
Hatleras, Port Ib»\al, Roanoke, Fort Pulaski, Fort Henry, Fort Donelson, Pittsburg
Lauding, New Madrid, Memphis, New Orleans, Baton Rouge, and on the James river,
w here these dogs of war afforded a sure refSuch
uge to McClellan’s retreating army.
events show the importance of that arm of the

public service being strengthened. Nothing
so much as a gunboat.

Advance* Buimly from Cily, *143.

One .Month's Buy in mlvuiico, *13

Envolope.

to Thousand** of Sufferer^*
seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
on receipt of six cents, or two |K»*tagc
stamps, by Dr. CH..?. C. KLINE, 127 1»oweky, New
Vouk. Post Of mice, Box, 4586.

by

HAITK.

I
ADJUTANT GENERAL’* OFFICE,
Augusta, Aug. 2). 18A. i
GENERAL ORDER. No. 34.
In pursuance of the request of the Secretary of
War. caatained in General order No. 91* of that Department. Sect. 2d of which is a* follows, viz;
“The Governors of the several States are hereby
requested forthwith to designate rendezvous for the
drafted militia of said .Statist, and to appoint commandant* therefor. and to notify the Secretary of
War of the location of such rendezvous, and the

COLONEL E. C. MASON.

solicited.

C ALDER WOOD &

‘•A lloon

order

OF

HEAD glAKTERS,

REGIMENT,

PARTIES.

i-ilini; the Mauds,
the shortest notice.
1

Order*

sent under
postpaid,

VTtrade.

NTATK

Recruit* wanted to fill up the

SEVENTH

juraitr

LECTURE ON THE NATURE. TREATMENT
J\. AND RADICAL < CUE of Spermatorrhea or
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Emission*. Sexual
Debility, and Impediments to Marriage generally,
Nervousness, Consumption, Epileps? and fit*; Mental and Physical Incapacity, resulting from 8*1 fAbuse, Ac.—By ROUT J. < FLYER WELL, M. D„
Author of the Greek Book., Ac.,

to

Maine!

and

A

Work mail' hi p—-made

Toastmaster—Hon. George Popham Sewall.
In response to appropriate sentiments, speeches
will tie made by eminent men from different parts of
the L'nited States and British Province*.
Per order o! the Ex. t onimitfee.
EDWARD BALLARD. Sec’y.
Aug. 2f> -Id

Finn Oolong Teas,
do.
Souchong
JOHN LYNCH k CO.

Gallant Seventh

SIX CENTS.

1’KOR

Aroostook—lion. K. Woodbury,
Knox—lion. N. A. Farwell.

Cortland.

COAL

a# we
requested totocall,
those who

MANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!

Ottawa

!Sd2.

UJIW.VIJ

Hard and Soil Wood.

Patron*,
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Mayor, Portland.
A. Spring, Esq.,
S. C. Blanchard, Esq., Yarmouth.
Hon. J. W. Bradbury, Augusta.
Jones P. Yearie. E*«i., Bangor.
< apt. C. H. Soule, rrwport.
Levi Young, Esq., Ottawa, C. W.
Win. Jarvis, Esq., Castine.
Prof. C. E. Stowe, Andover, Mass.
By Prrmiagion,
Pres’t Woods, and Faculty of Mowd. Coll.
J. W. < bickering. 1). !»., Portlund.
Charles A. Lord, Esq.,
Rev. Wooster Parker. Belfast.
Iloti. J. L. Cutler, Augusta.
juU9MW&Sf»w

ILRKV

City Hall,

..Winn M. UBI

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

REPIUKXGEd:

sealed

July 20,

2“TA

strictly

are
to give

warranted
THF.SE

WARltEN JOHNSON, M. A., Principal.

a

Wharf.

WHITNEY,

k

Old
d2mi*

...

FOR SMITHS' USE.

one

r&ICE

By KENDALL

HALF ClIEsTS
s"" " 50 do.
do.
For sale by
j«23—3m

THE GENUINE

FALL TERM
rjlIIK
A will

Ju*t published, in

«

..

Pure and Free Hurtling.

Boys,

TOPSHAM,

linttson

Teai.

LEIIKill,
HAZEL TON LEHIGH.
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
L OCUST MO UN TAIN,
JOHN \s\

SCHOOL

FA fill,V

WOOD,

FOR CASH,

SPUING MOUNTAIN

No. Oil Exchange Strrrt.
*

Jane 23.IM2.

IIAMLEN.

ASSORTMENT rtf Fruit Cans. both
AC.OOD
(jla** and Th», for sab* at Manufacturers' i’rices.

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

R. J. D. LARRABEE & CO..

FKANKUN

cfc

CHEAP

ticket.

a

York—Hon. P. Eastman.
Cmnt erland—Hon. John B. Brown,
Lincoln—Hon. Isaac Uee<|,
Hancock—Hon. Andrew peters,
Wa hiagton—Hon. Aaron Ilavden.
Kennebec—Hon. Joseph 11. William*,
oxford—Hr. Isaiah B. Hnuflev,
Penobscot—Hon. William C. Ilammatt,
Somerset—lion. Abner I ohnrn,
Waldo—Hon. William G. ( rwby,
Franklin—Hon. Samuel Belcher,
IMscataqui*—Hon. John H. Rice.
Androscoggin—A D. Lorkw»«>d, Esq.,
Sagadahoc—Hon. B. < Bailey.

Fruit Cans

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

on

CO.

Ol MW M M 1 FEET gang-sawed, Scasoued
sb* M
Hemlock Boards.
100,000feet rough-edged ll> uilock Fence Boards, at
#4 |«r M feet. For sale by
•

Drawing Papers, Pencils, Crayons, Oil* and
Varnishes. Mathematical Instruments, Ac.
Our stock embraces all artirV* in tbi* line, and is
the largest and bust selected in the >kit<-, and we offer the b<*st inducement** to dealers at *1 photogra|>crs,
both a-* to quality of goods and as to price*.

Constantly

---

:

Fiiinbcr.

Water Colors.

admitted to it without

GuanU Master of the Grand Lodge of Maine will
then proceed with the
ceremony, amt it* conclusion
will be followed by appropriate Music,
l ids will be
followed by an address bv JOHN A. POOR
Eaq of
Portland, the orator of the day.
From the Fort the company will march to the
pavilion when Judge Kent, of Itangor, will
preside, as*i*le<l by Vice President*, one from each Countv a*
follow*:

Sugar.

IIHIM. Cardenas Molasses,
4m*J\r 2>» do. Mti.«cavado do.
100 boxes II. It. Sugar,
For sale by JOHN LYNCH k
Je23—3m

Our Assortment of Artists’ Materials
kreiy extensive, being of the best man it fact tire,

A

by

SMITH,
19 St 21 Silver Street.

itloliiiiMn mill

our

Boughs).

19 St 21 silver Street.

aug4d4w

RECEIVED,

Will Ik? cheerfully furnished with
which contains a complete list.

and Onions,

IlntM-r and Cheese.

very choice collection of Fine Engravings and
Lithographs, w hich we shall be happy to show to any
who may call.

Newton's oil and

*d*w4w

1 / W k TUBS Choice V. rnmut BUTTER.
••
Xvt 150 boxes
CHEESE.

A

as Winsor k
■pit
Mrushe*.

by

No. 1 Central Wharf.

F. A. SMITH,

HAND,

collation will bo spread in the Great Tent and

Brunswick, will bo
Assistant Mar-hals
who will assign places to the various
parties admitted
to the grounds aim within the tent.
At 10 J o'clock. A. M
the « hid Marshal will call
to order, ami announce the
objects and purposes of
tin* Celebration.
The Hon. WILLIAM WILLIS. President of tho
Maim* Historical Society, will then mak.* a brief historical statement, ami in, its* the Rev. (, E«>R(. E Bl R(.ESS, D. D, Episcopal Bishop of the dioceM. wf
Maine, to conduct the religious services in tin*.* forms
ot the < hurch mad.* use of at the time of the founding of Pophain’s Colony. Printed forms will then be
distributed.
The service concluded, the president of the Historical >oci.*ty will unite his Excellence, Israel
Washburn. Jr.. Governor of Maim*, to cause the Memorial
Mom* to be put in place,
by the consent of the l\ S.
Government, in accordance with the r.-uuest of the
Maine Historical Society.
Acc.-ptiug this trnst With an allusion to the HNtoeic importance of the occasion. Gov. W shlurn will
invite LEONARD WOODS, D. D., pre ident
of
Bowdoin College, to take cuarge of the work
Addressing Gen. TOTTEN, or ( apt. T. L. CASEY
the officer in charge, an,I receiving in
reply the assent of the Government. Dr. WOODS will
‘invite tho
Masonic Fraternity to cause the Memorial Stone to
tie nut into its place, with the
Hppiopriate lorms of

EATON,

aug4d4w

Pier and Oval Frames, with French Mirror*; Gilt,
Ebony anil Imitation Rosewood Frame*, both Oval
and Square, lor Engraving* and Photograph*, at low
prices and warranted satisfactory.

JUST

The

ol
r*iTihr
Chief Marshal of aVIL.AlA:S
the day. with

BBLS. Silver-skin ONIONS,
150 do. APPLES, (Sweet and Sour
Just received and for sale by

Glasses.

CONSTANTLY ON

price.

no one

tierces
do.
do.
birds. Muscovado Molasses.
tierces
do.
do.
hbls.
do.
do.
Brig I. D. Lincolx. For -ale

Apples

tf

FRAMES.

Looking

.leame"^, {*

merchandiseT-

LEWIS PIERCE, )
('HAS. K. SHAW, ; Recruiting Officers.
FRANK L. JUNES.)

completed

ran over the
Knitroad at half price, connecting at AndrwcoMin
Brm
l, k with
trains to Bath. Fares Iron, all oth
i, t.*rn e Bate
station* At half price; and ou the the
1 lu
exceed 25 cents per trip.
Tickets admitting parties upon the
parade of th«
b ort and to the collation will 1m* 37 ceuts.
Parties arriving on the ground by the other modes of conveyance will also be furnished with tickets to the
grounds
oi the celebration and to the collation at the_

23
25*8
22
44

Aug. 11, 1862.

Head Quarters and Rendezvous in FOX PLOC'K,

SHORES.

Mh“uy,nUtmU:k
Tra|ii. »itl .to

MoSE> GOULD.

cor

l*overnnient

THESE

,he ft*Hroud will be sold at
iw«V)vrr
price, or *1.A5
down and hark
am‘ ln*mbm » «•"'« for ticket.

halt

74 Exchange St. (up stairs.)

llOPHM

CO.,

to

BOXES Fine Yellow Sugar.
89 Mid-. Museovado Sugar.

Cargo

_

Manufacturers of

Fainting*

"

$50 BOUNTY PER MAN.
lEc-cniitin? Office at tin* officnof In'wi** l’i ret*,
ner of Middle and I.ind* Streets.

Exchange Street,

Trinidad Supnr and .llolasses.

Portluiul.

IN02
l«AU«OUATIOX

itHFmfEIi Ik ^‘“••nnedlafa pM

GOULD,

MIDDLE STREET, (up rtaiks.)
FOR SALE, at bargains suited to war
dime-. Houses, House Lots, and Wharf Pro-

3w

Anga*t,

Special trains, leaving Purtlan \ and
at 7
A. M., will 1m* run over the Kennebec k Augusta
Portland k
R le.vmg Brunswick at 8 A.
Bath
..-ctingat
with the steamer* ru.
ning to and from the rife of
bort I oplmin, n
turning to Portland ami to August*
e* on the same
muing alter the celebration service*, are

IIou-e-, £1400 each ; 1 line Got_|tage, S12IJ0; 50 11 ou—<* Lots, from £300 to
S3»M>; House- from £1000 to 85000: 2 House Lots,
within 6 minute’s walk, of the Post Office. £350.

MAKING A TOTAL OF

t'ivil
ON’

74

Aug. 15

of

-Of the-

Has removed his Office from 29

3*0,00 Bounty from the City.

10th. 1606,

flir, HI

A SS1VKKSARV OF TilK

Firwl

[|H*rtv.
2 two-torv

MONTH’S SERVICE.

NINE

April

Friday, the Mill

during the first week of September. The
be examined a: any time.
particulars apply to
JAM Eg FURBISH.
tf
August 9th, 1862.

Of Portland’s Quota,

Frames, Engravings,

For Oil

any size, style or design, of new and
patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses and
in old frame-, by
MORRISON & CO., 26, Market Square.

re-set

MOSES

of

t.eof.e, on the
of Sabiiio, *♦. the
MOLTII OF THE KENNEBEC
RIVER,
Which will take place on

| premise* may
.For further

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.
GILT

Royal Charter
At the .itc of tin1 • tunsiila

Krai rotate Office Removed.

COMPANY

KNOLAND,

ITml«-r llie authority of the

DWELLING-HOUSE, No. 56 Free
Street, is to be let, and possession given

WANTED

THE-

-OU

2®TB

Eimuire at

of the

SHOHKS OKNKW

or

FOE THE

Manufacturers, Importers, and Wholesale and Ko-

ORNAMENTAL

founding

FIRST BlilTI*|| <
(H.O\Y

or

rooms, near

Hie business
this office

corner room,

Picture

CELEBRATION
Of the

Oval, Square
Kliptieal frames, with
WITH
Gilt finish made
Rosewood, Black Walnut
to order, of

plates

nr. a

PUBLIC

To Let#

WASTED.

POSITIVELY TWO NIGHTS ONLY,
Wfdnrsiljv and Thursday Evening, Unst 27th and 2Slh.

It. J. D. IAKKABEE &

TUSH* WII.I

Utf

BRICK HOUSE on Garden st, eleven
room- and all other convenience#, all in
good r» p:ii
>F. No. 11 Brackett Street,
[ Also llol-e\
mi nr
Lcontaining
ight room* all in
good repair.
at
21
Inquire
Exchange St., or 31 Winter St.,
dtf
J. F. DAT.
Portland, July 19, 18*52.

elegant

popham,

AUGUST SOth, ISOS.

11 OHM' tO

Lancaster Hall.

Their Repertoire embrace* a choice collection of
Vocal Quartettes, arranged in their own peculiar
style, also a variety of the sweetest English, Irish,
Scotch, German and Spanish ballads, extant Humorous Songs, Duets, &c., Arias, Cavitinas and Seen as,
from the works of the most popular Italian and
French Masters. In addition to their usual choice
selections of vocal music, they will play, each evening, several pieces on the celebrated SWISS
BELLS
They will also introduce tho wonderful WOOD
AND STRAW 1*1 A NO, the most astonishing musical instrument of the age.
The ALLEGIIAXIANS beg leave to state to their
numerous friends and patrons of former yoars. that
about four years ago they added the SWISS BELLS
to tbeir already superior concerts; and the press, as
well as all com|N>t< nt musical critics, have pronounced
their hell-idavmg superior to anything of the kind
ever heard in this country, not excepting that of the
original Swiss Boll Ringers, w ho appeared in the Uni*
ted States about 15 veers since.
Admission 25 cents; children 15cents. Commences
at 8 o'clock.
During their sojourn in foreign lands, the concerts
of the Alleghaninns were honored by the attendance
of hundreds of thousands of delighted listeners—
kings, queens, nobles, and the most distinguished men
of the age patronized their ontertainmeiits, and lavished upon them the most flattering demonstration*
of approval.
J. M. BOLLARD, Manager.
D. G. WALDRON, Agent.
s22dlw

fort

Pi«*r and lUantle ’fiimiN.

tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten minutes’ walk of tin’ Post Office. Kent not to
exceed from §160 to 176 per annum.
Address Pox 42. Post Office, or
applv at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Fox Jtlock.
Portland, June 28.
distf

fidty-ttro

Historical Celebration

A

SOUARE

gunboats

June 21. 18»;2.

TENEMENTS WANTED.

a

IATEL1
J the world, and having

MORRISON
Market Square.
fact that bust year, he went into the DemoState Convention, and after aiding in
I’liulocmpliir I'rdincs.
breaking it up, and iu nominating John W.
Dana, his courage, completely oozed out, and
or
oval—every kind called for. These
being manufactured by ourselves, except those
of the election he actually ske|! on tin* morning
i
necessarily imported, wc cun coui|>ctc with any matdaddled, and did not vote at all.—[Skow hegau I ket
for low prices. At whoJc-ale or retail, at 2»(, MarClarion.
1
ket Square,
MORRISON ft CO'S.

;

Real

on

APPLICATIONS

June 23.

Ai.exanmha, Va., August 20.
Everything was quiet at Warrenton and
Warren ton Junction Sunday and yesterday.
The latter place is nine miles from the former.
Our troops are rapidly getting into position
and everything goe* on well. Tills side of the
Rappahannock was entirely clear of rebel
forces, or was at hist accounts. There was no
definite information as to the actual position
It was currently reor nuinlier of the rebels.
ported, however, that the rebels were falling
back beyond the Rappahannock towards Ltd-

Street.

will be received at the Press Office, for thirty days, from competent iiersoii* to
till a vacancy as an assistant in a first class
ap«.th«rary store. Address “Apothecary,” as above, with
real name and reference.
dtf
Aug. 1, 1868.

Indian War close at hand.

Washington dispatch says the
meeting to-day. The general
feeling over public affairs was decidedly more
hopeful than for some time past. The Presi-

Exchange

JUlSCELLAXEOrs.

THE Throe Story Brick DWELLING*
HOUSE. No. 8 Cray Street. It i- in
«o«m1 repair, mid contains ten finished
rooms.
If not sold before the 20th t»f
Sep?, next, it Ail b,. sold on that day,
at 11 o'clock, A. M
4< A action, nit hoot
reserve.
Terms very easy. For information apply
to .JOHN RANDALL, on the premise#, or at the
•tore of KAN PALL k H OODBL'K)
on ( onitner*
cial Street, head Central Wharf.

Notice.

36; Porto Rico

The Times’
Cabinet had a

DUNN k SON,

of Portland, for which from 7 to 8
per
cent in interest will be paid.
Address Post Office, ltox 348.
angl6d&w4w

defense impregnable—Magrudrr marching
into Kentucky at the head of 1^)00 men—

UVllDOgVUUOUV/Ci

Four hundred rebel prisoners

a

Cabinet Meeting—Dead point of danger turned—18 Rebel Guns Captured—Stonewall
Jackson ambushed and terribly punished—
The river red with Rebel blood—Line of

Hakhisbubg, Aug. 27.
The following is from the War Department,
to Gov. Curtin:—Washington, Aug. ‘.’7 th, 10 A.
M.—No advanced pay or bounty can he allowed recruit* for new regiment* after period
specified in order of Department heretofore
issued. If the regiments are full by the 1st of
September, they w ill Is: accepted, hut without
Ismtity to those recruits enlisted after the
speeilled date. The condition of enlistments
with the different States requires the order of
the department to remain unchanged.
K. JI. Stanton,
[Signed.]
Sect, of War.

here

Molasses firm—New Orleans at 32
m 46: Muscovado, 21* a 36.

LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.

Order Relative to Recruits.

dent

quiet—Rio 21.

Stock Market.
New York. August 27.
Storks—2d board; Cbicago&R<»ck Island68; Cleveland & Toledo 63]; Galena & Chicago 74; Illinois
C«*ntral Scrip 62 ‘: Michigan Southern guaranteed
64i ; Michigan C entral *19; Reading 62; Cleveland &
Pittsburg 26; Hudson 54]; Me 3^j ; N. Y. Central
94J; American gold 116]; Missouri sixes, 48; Treasury 7 3-1'Jths, 104]; U. S. sixes, 1881 coupons, 101J.

Arrest for Treasonable Sentiments.
PHII.AIIEI.PHIA, August 27.
U. S. Marshal Milward took ehage of Chas.
Ingersoll to-day, arresting him on the affidavit
of a phonographic reporter of the Press, who
testified to the correctness of his rc|«irt of Mr.
lngersoll's remarks in his speech of Saturday,
w hich make him say that the government has
raised the largest sums of money and applied
them to the worst purposes of any government
that ever disgraced power, that the whole object of the war hitherto has been to free the
negro, and that a more corrupt government
than that which now governs us, was never in
the U. S., and has been seldom seen in any
Kuro]>can part of the world, and that it is
necessary to go to the olden regions of Asia to
find as much corruption as exists in the government of Lincoln.
A writ of habeas rtirpus
has been issued by Judge Cahlwallader, returnable at noon to-morrow.
Note.—Some of the New York papers have
mistaken this Ingersoll for his father, Charles
Jared Ingersoll, the veteran statesman, who
died a few months ago. It is Charles lugersoll who is under arrest.

ttOUtUf^WU

9.

Freights to Liverpool, drooping—Cotton Id; Flour
3*9d a 3sl0]d; Grain 13 a 13]d, in bulk and ships
bags.
wool quiet.

Gen. Corcoran in New York.
Nkw Yoisk, August 27.
Tin* fifttli regiment w ith Gen. Corcoran arried at 4 o’clock this afternoon, and were received with the greatest enthusiasm, they
lnarAed through the Park where a mass recruiting meeting w as going on, thence to their
armory, attended by a packed throng. Most
of the principal stores in the city were closed
this afternoon, to enable the employees and
others to attend the great meeting in the
Park.
The war meeting in the Park this afternoon
was immense and very enthusiastic.
Quite a
number of speeches were made by prominent
and
resolutions
citizens,
adopted pledging the
faith, fortunes, lives and honor of the citizens
of New York to crushing out the rebellion,
calling u|m>u monied and other corporations to
contribute largely to the recruiting fund, and
also to close their places of business as far an
practicable at 3 P. M., until the Pith of Sept.,
urging the President to authorize Gen. Corcoran to raise a legion of 20,000 men, 4c.
A
letter was read from Secretary Seward, expressing the President’s regret at being unable
to attend, also, a spirited letter from Gov.
Morgan. The great event of the afternoon
was the arrival of the O'Jth regiment w ith Gen.
Corcoran at their head. They were enthusiastically welcomed and took part iu the proceedings. Gen. Corcoran was one of the speakers.

»»

a

dtf

Mortgage

tail Dealers in

arms.

IiiENRV

City

In the

unparalleled

REBEL

A,

FOR SALE & TO LET.
:
For Sail'.

W4NTED~-$I000 TO $10,000
Oil

gloomy pic-

of American affairs and says there is no
a termination of the war
by the
ordinary course, the only chance of peace bea
ing sudden and unexpected interference of
common sense.
'The Morning Post regards
drafting as an issue in which failure would be
ruin, certain and. definite. The Daily News
attacks Russell's
resjjonse to Seward, as inconsistent with dignity and self-respect. It
inargues that after Roebuck's
sult to the Northerners, before the prime minister at Sheffield, tlie less said about hostile
demonstrations the better. The Army and
Navy Gazette regards the military prospects
of the South h -s hopeful, and thinks that they
should be making offensive demonstrations
before new Northern levies are raised.
The New York correspondent of the Times
charges the North with loss of enthusiasm, and
says if some signal humiliation bel'el General
McClellan or Pope, the independence of the
South would be secured.
Napoleon's fete passed otf without, political
significance. The Emperor made no speech,
lie reviewed the National Guard on the 14th,
the first time since the eoup-de-et.it. The I’atrie thinks that after the French occupy the
city of Mexico, Spain may propose to again
place the Mexican question on the basis of
tlie Loudon convention.
Statements relative to the Garibaldi movement continue vague and contradictory.
He
had quitted Castro Giovanni, and arrived with
volunteers, it is asserted, not numbering more
than 3000.
The royal troops continued to
advance. Some politicians believe that, notwithstanding appearances, there is at bottom a
complete accord between Garibaldi and Victor Emmanuel, liicisoli is said to favor Garibaldi's advance lo Rome.
Austria was taking strong precautions in
Venetia. The Prussian government was in
difficulty with the military budget. The military commission of Chambers rejected the vote
of expenses for the organization of the army.

Wauled Immediately.
on Military Equipments.

Aug. 2d.

likelihood of

Rebel Telegraph Lines Destroyed.

be

“double-quick,” loaded

The Times continues to give

TS._

MEN to work

50

Kingston.

ture

pers.
the

at

FROM THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Secesh Steamer

AVAN

pool that the steamer 200 was in the channel,
hence her departure. She was expected back

Daily Press.

are

AMUSEMENTS.
_

Nkw Youk, August 27.
The steamer Persia arrived up at il o'clock.
It is denied that the gun-bout Tuscurora left
Kingston by government orders. It is rumored that she received a telegram from Liver-

Municipal Court-August 27.
John McAuly, on a charge of drunkenness
and disturbance, was lined two dollars and
costs.

News per Steamer Persia at New
York.

drive.

July 24th,

|{. W.
1X*22.

LORD, Keuucbunk Depot.
dim

Lard Oil.

MISCELLANY.

THE MARKETS.

HETTY MARVIN.
When the British and tories attacked New
London, Conn., in 17—, and set a price on the
head of C.ov. Griswold, the latter tied to the
town of L-, where his cousin, Mrs. Marvin,
hid him, for some days, in a secluded farm
house. But at length the subtle foe discover-

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Expressly corrected

Crackers per bbl.

Bean*.
Beans. Marrow p bush.
Beaus, Pea.
Beaus, Blue Pod.

"It's no use; unless I can deceive them I am
dead man.”
“Cousin, cousin, hide under my web of cloth,
they’d never think of looking here for you.
Come, get down as quick as you can, and I'll
cover you and stand sprinkling the linen.”
“It's my only chance, child, I'll get down as
you say, and suiting the action to the word,
the governor was soon hidden beneath the ample folds of the cloth.
Angry and excited that their expected prey
should escape from the house where they hoped to secure him. the six mounted torieslheaded by a British officer, dashed along the road
in swift pursuit. At sight of the little girl in
the meadow, the leader of the party paused.
“Child” he Baid sternly, "have you seen a
man running away hereabouts ?”
“Yes, sir,”
Hetty, trembling and

Caudles,
p lb.
Candles, Si>erm.
('heese*
Cheese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New..
Coal—(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal Whiteash.
Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin.
Coffee.
Coffee, Java p fb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.

do.

27 @

21$ a)

Sal Soda.
Cream Tartar.

Logwood

ex.

Magnesia.
Indigo, Mauilla, fine.
Madder.

Rhubarb.
Alcohol...
Fluid.

Cainphcne.
Salt net re.

Vitriol.

22$

13

1

11
16
11
16
13

%

1

03 3)
15 a)

30
04
25
40
25

17 ig)

22 a)
4 aj

4$
6$

6J it)
6$xg)

2j3)

l$-«)

Extract Logwood.
N'ic
Wood.
Peach

11

3*3)
03} a)

R«xl
••

Sapan

30

00
00
00

68

u)

47

ft
none
none

474
67

44

60 ft
25 ft
3
2
2
1
1

ft

50
37

4 00

25 ft 2 50

25 w 1 50
12 ft 1 374

ft 3 00

2 50

comiuou.

00
60
00
00
50

Layer.

Frunes.
Flour—Fortland inspection.
Flour, Su{>ertinc.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Kxtra.
Flour, family.
Flour, Kxtra Superior.
Western extras.
fancy.:.

Jltftiea,

C.
X.
Coke.
Twine.
Cotton Sail.

50

16
3»
12
ar>
50

44

superior.

Ohio extra.

did he say

44

family.

1.
fancy.

Canada suj»er No.
44
44

extra.
superior extra.

44

Kye Flour.

Buck* heat Flour fc) lb.
Corn Meal.

8fft

6<>

a

Outs

South 1 ellow Corn.
Corn, Mixed.*.

Barley.

Shorts V ton.
Fine Feed.

6 124
6 25

7 50

On

a

“Hetty,” again began

the smooth-tongued i
nice child. Everybody knows !
you are a girl of truth. What did your cousin j
say when you told him you couldn’t tell a falsea

liny*
Hay D net ton, Screwed.
Hay, Loose.
New do.

12 60 ft 14 00
13 00 n 14 00
11 00

hood.”

Sheep Felts, Green.
Sheep Felts, Dry.

w

“lie said shouldn't think I’d betray him to ! Hop**
First Sort, 1861.
liis death.”
I row.
“And then you promised you wouldn't tell
Common.
which way he went, if you was killed for it.” !
Hetined Iron.
Swede.
ICT, Oil
Norway.
“That was a brave speech; and so I suppose
Cast Steel.
he thanked von and ran down the road as quick- j
German Steel.
44

IMIgUSll

as

1511*.

MCCJ.

Spring.

went. Sir."
us his last

Sheet Iron, English.
Sheet Irou, Russia.
Sheet Iron, Russia im't.
Lard.
Barrel, f* lb.
Kegs, p lb.
Leather.
New York, light.

1 16
90
75
4o
15

60
1 00

0 00 (g 1 60
3$ <3}
314 <t

00
3543

11 00 «11 50
12 75 n 13 28
9 25 (g 9 50
60 $$
40 >t>
45 g
26 (S

55
00
50
00
14 J

14^

2 25
3 00
2 50

ft
w

w

a
n<

ft
@

H
10
1 70
1 25
1 00
90
70

n

(g

4 00
3 00

6 Oft ^.6 25
4 00 g 5 00
42

54

51
9 ,uj

9}

90^0

00

1 271® 1 26
4 45

Trunks!

by Orderly Sergeant*

Invalids !
CURE

Cough Pills,

6 (ft
5l nj

05 J
ft«t

18
124
15
8
$i
16

the concurrent testimony of many sufferer*, the
fact ha* been established, that for the cure of

03;

a.

19

n

i*»j

a

15*
»
51

DIAHRHCEA OR DYSENTERY
in

<u

hi

ngra,

nw
so

no ineuicine

ever

come to

the knowledge of the public, that
effectually d«>ea
it work and at the same time leaves the bowels’ iu an

active, healthy condition,

as

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

jg*

44

44

44

44

••

*•

••

•*

|

FANCY

«» R A Vi:*TO \ Ex.
Bargains will be given to those who wish
to purchase lira vest om*n or Monuments of
any
description. Those who will favor me with a call
shall be satisfied that they are
buying a good article
at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cemetery

GOOD

Sterene' rising

jc30- 3m

J. H. COOK.

Oil.
Portland

Kerosene DlumiuaPg Oil
Machine.
larine.

Wtotjr.

.Shore

I.iuaeed.

Boiled.

GOODS,

party

SECOND.

Cities. Towns and I’Pintalions furnUhim* tlir-ir mm.
ta of able bodied volunteers, enlisting for nine months
service, upon blanks to Im* tarnished from this offi «•
to the municipal authorities or militia otti.
ers, a’id
who shall Im* enrolled at some place w ithin then city,
town or plantation, and on their way to the rendezvous on or before Wednesday the third of
September
next, will be relieved from their liability t*> a draft;
said volunteers being accepted in lieu of’draftod men,
and no draft from such cities and towns, under this
call, will bo made. Any number of volunteers, furnished as aforesaid, less than the quota, will be received as part thereof, provided tbev are residents of
the city, tow n or plantation furnishing them, and the
draft will Ik* made for the residue.
;
II. Volunteers, w hen in camp, will Ik* formed into
companies and regiments, and. as tar as mav la- consistaut with the interests of the service, iu accordance
with the wishes of the different quotas; ai.d companies will elect their own officers, subject to the coniimatioti of the Commander-in-Chicf.
!
III. In ascertaining the quotas of counties and
towns, the regulations of the War Department will
Ik* observed, which are as follows:
“Additional Regulations for the Enrolment and
Draft of Militia: Ordered, 8th, That in tilling all re! quisitions for militia, the quotas of the several .States
will be
bj the iioveruow among themvera! counties, and, when practicable, among the subdivisions of counties, so tlmt allowance shall be made
1 to such counties, and
subdivisions, for all volunteers
theretofore furnished by them, ami mustered into the
service of the United States, ami whose stipulated
term of service shall not have expired.’*
IV. No state or United Mates bounty will be paid
to such volunteers, and it is hom'd that cities and
tow ns,
their quotas by voluntary enlistment, will not disregard the wishes of the General
Government, that nine months’ volunteers should be
raised without bounties. No Volunteers will Im* received iu lieu of drafted men from any city or town
that shall
pay a bounty of more than twenty (20)
dollars to each volunteer.

appointed

j

furnishing

THIRD.

provisions of the Act of March 18, 1882,'in reference to tarnishing aid to the families of soldiers
The

w ill extend to the families of drafted militia and nine
mouths’ volunteers.
FOURTH.
Quotas of cities, towns and plantations for three
t ears v olunteers, under the call of the President of
Julv 2d. to till up the old regiments, will be received
inJ paid the State and l nited States bounties and
id v a nee pay, and town bounties as provided
by votes
• f towns, until the first
day of September next, and
lot afterwards; and in those places which shall not
»ave furnished their quotas at that time under such
•all, a special draft will be ordered immediately theretfter fur the deficiency.

FIFTH.
The cities of Bangor. Vugusta and Portland, are
ippointed as the places of rendezvous for the drafted
uen ami nine months' volunteers.
By order of Israel Washburn, Jr., Governor and

’ommauder-iu-Chicf.

JOHN L.

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELEY,

87la)

42

STATIONERY, TOYS, Ac.,

75

c

Whale, ref. W inter.
hummer.
(.rand Hank and Hay < halcur_

j

-AND-

10

03*

of disability, and none others will Ik* respected
or others in authority.
When
jK-rson enrolled as aforesaid, is sick and unable
to present himself personally before the surgeons appointed as aforesaid, such surgeon may issue on certificate of exemption upon the prodnetious Ik? fore
him of the sworn statements of the
in reference
to tho nature aud extent of his di*ubilltv or disease,
and of a sworn statement in detail concerning the
same, by a physician or surgeou of good standing in
the county.
Tenth—The drafted men from the different companies, after arriving at the place of rendezvous, will be
formed into companies and regiments, which w ill be
officered as provided by the laws of this Mate aud of
the United .states.
Eleventh—Drafte<l men may furnish substitutes,
but cannot be relieved from personal sen ice upon
paying * fine under the law's or this .State.
cates

aiiy

words and we won't trouble you any more.”
That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
131
Diarrhoea or any irregularities of the bowels, all oth“His last words were, Its' my only chance
er remedies are insignificant, as compared with
and
I'll
down
as
10
child,
get
9JS)
you say.” And over10 £
come by her bright, and the sense of her kins10|
CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
man's danger should they rightfully interpret
That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
19 ^
21
the language which site had reported she sobnid. wti.
or stomach, or mothers suffering from
22 a
241
nursing sore
bed aloud and bid her face from sight.
heavy.
221a
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of
24
41
Her tormentors did not stay any longer to
slaughter.
25 jtj
26
CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
American Calf Skins.
63 a75
soothe or question her. They had got as they
Slaughter Wax L ather.
16 ^
17
That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchial afTeetsupposed the information which they wanted, Lead.
ions, then* is no remedy extant that so universally
and pusiied rapidly on down the river. Now,
American Pig, t> 100 !b.
7 75 @ 8 00
affords relief as
the Governor had arranged a signal with his
•*.
Foreign
7 75 a 8 00
Sheet and Pipe.
HOWLS' COUGH TILLS.
9 00 ^ 9 25
boatmen, that a white cloth by day, or a light
Lumber—From the yard.
in the night, displayed from the attic-window
That for a Tightness or Wittering in the Chest,
Clear Pine—No. 1—.838 no «00 00
Tains in the side, or a long standing Hack, the tot
of his hiding place, which was just visible at
No. 2. 31 00 «'J0 00
remedy is
the mouth of the creek, should inform tiiem if
No-3. 24 00 a00 00
*
HOWE’S COUGH TILLS.
he were in trouble, and put them upon the alert
No. *. 14 00 a00 00
to help him.
As soon, therefore, as he started
Shipping Lumber,. 12 00 a 14 00
That a* an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
Kuruce.
10
00
«12
00
cases of Ththisic. Whooping Cough, ami Confirmed
from his cousin's’ the signal floated from the
Hemlock.
6 00 «10 00
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
window to warn them. And when they saw
Box Shooks, (cash)
45
50
united verdict in favor of
the pursuing party dash madly down toward
S
13 00 «]g 00
clapboards, extra.
44
**
HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.
the river, and recognized the uniform of the
an 00 -a 32 00
Shingles, Cedar, extra. 2 50 a 3 <K)
British Officer; they pulled swiftly out to sea, j
No. 1.
2 00 a 2 25
CLEM’S SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
The horsemen reached the shore only in season
extra pine..
2 50 a 3 75
decoction of Roots and Barks, and contains not a
to see the boat, with two men in it
Laths, Spruce.
1 15 % 1 20
nearly out
of sight, and supposing their destined
particle of Opium or Drug of any sort. It always
J*»n<. 1 37 a 1
prey had
Rod Oak Staves..
20 00 «&5 00
does good, and never does harm.
escaped, relinquished the pursuit.)
Mol. Hint Shooks & Heads, city
2 46 a 2 50
I
•*
Meanwhile, the hunted victim lay safe and
fcng.
2 Sr> a 2 45
By their works ye shall know them.”
do
1 60 « 1 75
quiet, where the simple shrewdness of his litcountry
G. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents for
Country Riff Mol. Hhd. Shooks_
1 25 a 1 35
tle cousin had hidden him, until the time came
New England. H. H. Hay, Cortland, and B. F.
Dry Kin,.
1 15
1 gf)
for her to go to the house for
supper. Then
Hoops. 21 00 028 00
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maine.
he bade her to go as usual toiler home,
liackmctack
8 00 a 10 00
Timber, p tun.
telling
is# Sold by Druggists and Merchants generally.
her to ask her mother as soon as it grew dark
Lime.
HOWES Si. CO,, I'roprietom,
to place the signal-lamp in the window for the
Lime, Rockland, cask.
C5 @
70
iswgmnol
Belfast. Maine.
JV1 oIhmcr,
boatmen, anil to send him there some supper
Molasses,
witli Ills valise, which, in the hurry of
38 ?i)
00
depart- : Molasse.-, Cienfugos.
A. W. BANFIELD,
Cuba clayed.
30 ,,,
31
ure. he had left behind.
**
Molasses,
tart.
28 a
no
The signal recalled the boat, which after twlMolasses,
(Successor to T. J. Forristall and Mills & Forristall,
Muscovada,.
33
00
Molasses, New Orleans.
light had ventured in sight of the shore and
Portland Syrup.hlids
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN
23 bbls25
farmhouse; and the Governor quietly made his
Kails.
wav to the river in safety.
When lie rejoined
ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,
usk.
3
his lather in a secure home, he named iiis in37£@ 3 50
/
Naval Sinrcs*
fant daughter, which had been liorn in his abTar (in kegs) 1* gal
00 o
SO
sence, “Hetty Marvin,” that he might be daily
Intel! (Coal Tar).
Ono
305
reminded of the little cousin whose truth and
Pocket and Table Cutlery,
15 00 a 20 00
If'*mii.
i tirpeiitine 4/gal.
2 45 « 2 (At
shrewdness saved ids life.
j Student and Oakum.
YANKEE NOTIONS,
Schoolmate.
Oakum, American.
9 @
91
4 4

reimbursed.
Ninth—One or more competent surgeons in each
county will be dimiguated by the Governor, of whoso
appointment notice will be given, and whose certifi-

By
ft
8*«>
3

of the gospel, regularly ordained according to the usages of their denominations, so
as
such
relation continues; and officers of
long
the militia who have been lionoiahly discharged,
are exempted from
to enrolment and draft;
and, upon evidence furnished the Orderly Sergeant
that
come within this exemption, he will cause
the clerk to draw: a line across their name* upon the
records, but not rendering the name* illegible, stating
opposite, the ground of exemption. A Tine will also
bediaw'ii across the names of persons claiming exemption from liability, on grounds of physical disability, who shall establish the validity of such claims
before the Orderly Sergeant, by tho certificate of any
surgeon within flic county,
by the Governor, lor the purpose of ‘making such examination,
which certificate shall contain a statement of the particular ground of such disability. The decisions of
the Orderly Sergeants in this regard will stand good
unless reversed by the Adjutant General.
Seventh—Three days from the draft, exclusive of
that
shall Ik? allowed parties claiming exemption
to furnish evidence establishing their claim before the
Orderly Sergeant, and no decision in favor of such
exemption shall be given unless within four days of
such draft. Immediately upon the expiration of said
period the names of the persons drafted, aud a certified copy of the record made
the clerk, aforesaid,
shall be transmitted to the Adjutant General. The
Orderly Sergeantc will notity the drafted men comprising his company’s quota, to appear at the place
w here the draft was made, on the sixth day succeeding’said draft, at 9 o’clock A. M., and from thence he
will proceed with them by public conveyance if such
can be had, and if not bv the most expeditious and
economical method to the place of rendezvous of
which notice will Ik? given hereafter. In case of the
resignation, absence or neglect of the Orderly Sergeants to perform the duties herein required, the < aptains elect or either of the Lieutenants in default of
his superior officer, will officiate In his st«*nd.
Eighth—Seasonable compensation will be made for
the performance of these duties aud necessary expeuces

description

SUMMER

1 ao @ 1 65
tjs
70
68 ,,
65
18 5' "21 50
18 00 « 19 00
92
96 @ 1 00

28 and 30 Federal and
ADDISON

W. BANFIEl.D.

Forristall
June 23.
T. J.

can

Boston.

be found at the above

wly

HoDSDON,
Adjutant General.

Notices

10G Congress Streets,

place.

character.*’
IT*’ Certificates fVotn

Via

Bceealj>,

Dunkirk,

and

Niagara Fall*.

Thin road i, broad guagb and la
New and Splendid Sleeping Car.-*.

provided with

ryTickets Hold in l'ortiaad at loweat Boston rate#

by

W. D.

BTY ou
office.

can save

LITTLE, Agent,

Office 31 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

THE

Portland.
(
July 28th, 1882. t
1
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC GROUNDS will
pHE
ft
meet, until further notice, every Saturday at 3
I’clock, P. M., in Evergreen Cemetafy.
Parties interested in any matter before the Commit| ee, will have an
opportunity of being heard.
A. h SHI 1M'LEI- F, Chairman.
jy31—Iw
City

ok

BOOK

PRINTING
Establishment

patients

.operations, all of which

No. 9f>9 Congress Street, Portland.
dkw6m7

FOSTER

Eclectic Medical
to

Infirmary.
theTladies.

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
Dr.need
medical adviser, to call
bis rooms. No.
a

f>r‘

especial

8r

Has been removed from
to the office of tbo

at

61 emple Street, which they will find
their
accommodation.

arranged for

*
Renovating Medicines are unrivftlled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is
specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable iu all cases of obstructions after all other p-medi*** have been tried iu
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times
Sent to any part of the couutrv with full
directions,
I>R lll t.HES,
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience iu constant attend-

own sex.

*»co.__jnll—3tn

CUSHINGj

the office

DAILY

over

Casco Bank,

PRESS,

CORNER OK MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

Directly orer the Magnetic Telegraph ()«ee. Fourth
Story, where all rarletiee of

DK. HUGHES*

Eclectic Medical

Infirmary.

Eatablinhed for the treatment of thone disease* in
both »exe$, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

Plain and

Job Work,

Fancy

delicacy.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for
number of years confined his attention to
PRIVATE
diseases of
certain
a

a
class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of bustm** or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in coustaut attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office. 6 Temstri-et. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all eases.
Separate room*, so that no one will be
•ecu but the Dr. himself.
His remedit* cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habit* of the
patient: cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies: cures new cases in a lew hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate tlie rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is uses!. The ingredients are entirely vegetaiiijui
nmi. ciiiier coiisuiuiionaJiy or
can
be
locally,
caused by using them.
YOUNG MKN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ear*,
w«»ak eves, etc., terminating in consumption or inif ueglected, are speedily and permanently

ple

v.t.

AAlLIf Al,

of his

numerous

will testify to his successful
may be seen at his office.

hu

Will be

promptly attended

to

on

liberal

the mod

term,.

ENTRANCE --83) EXCHANGE STREET,

Orders left at the eonntlng-room of the
Daily Free,
and Maine Stale Prow, head of flrat tight of ttaira,
will be

promptly

attended to.

iimh

sanity
cured.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland.
tySend stamp for < ireular.
jull—dA w3n»3

VST The office is supplied with

FAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER,
capacity and facilities ft>r doing work
stylo arc equal to aoy in the City or State.

And its

Health and Strength Secured,
nr tiik

Dr.

good

dtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

vnnorTHB

GREAT STRING AND

in

N. A. FOSTER Sl CO.
July 17,19G2.

“BUY ME AND I'LL DO YOU GOOD !“

viz:

by

MANUFACTORY,

Howes’

BY THE
IillIE,

REMOVAL!

by

SI AIMER MEDICINE.

Langley’s

STEAM

POWER

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.
of SirwpiuilU. Wild Cherry, Yellow
COMPOSED
Dock, Prickley Ash, Thomughwort, Rhubarb,
Miimltake,

Dandelion, Ac., all of which arc so compounded a* to act in concert, and assi.-t Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wonderfhl—it
acts directly upon the bowel* and blood,
by removing
all obstructions from tlie internal organ*,
stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fonntaiu* of
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humor*
and causing it to course through every part of tlie
body ; restoring the iuvalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the systom. Liver < orapTaint, that main wheel of so many diseases, Jaundanev in its worst forms, ail Billion* l>i*ea*e* and
foul stomach.
I>v*|H*p*ia. Uostfvencsa, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion. Headache, Dizziness, Piles. H'-artburn, Weakness. Pains in the side and bowels. Flatulency. Loss of appetite, and a torpid or diseased Liver, a disordered Stomach or had blood, to which all
are more or leas subject in
Spring and Summer.
More than 3t,CP0 rtersons nave been cured by this
medicine. It is highly recommended bv Physician*
Try it and you will never regret it.
everywhere.
Sold hv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at
only
25 and 38 cents per bottle.

Orders addressed

to

Book and Job

Printing Office,

No. M) EXCHANGE

Fox Block,

STREET,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Hie Proprietor* of the Porti. A vr» Daily Pom
respectfully iurite attention to their Iheilitim for exe-

cuting,

in beautiful

style, every description of

GEO. C. GOODWIN A CO., Boston.

junc2!d4m

»

day,

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the above article* inav be found at this establishment, coineverv
for a traveling outfit.
dOra
J. R. DL’RAN.
July 80, 1362.

CLEMS’

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New' Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

ap|>oiiitcd

50
00

^

47J«)

MIDDLE STREET.

Courage

W&m THROUGH TICKETS
To

they

fa 2 75

-A51»-

\

Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland
Depots, in Portland. g. W. EATON, Sup’t.
Farmington May 6, 1862.
jum23dtf

liability

Carpet-Bags,

prising

Phillips.

ministers

VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS, !

No. 105

and

cured

was

Ilia case was considThe boy was put under the care ol Dr. 15., ami after great patience and perseverance, with his electricnl tr* atmeut
and with other curatives, he was able to lift bis eyelids, when it w as discovered that a talse membrane
bad formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy's eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and bis
eyes stronger than ever before.
This should be known to all j>erson# who
are similarly afflicted.
Although I understand that
the Doctor has for many years, in his
o|>eration* on
these delicate organs—tin*
eye and ear, met with eminent success, he has not deemed it
necessary to keep
blaring before the public his surgical skill iu this particular part of his profession, but has boen silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable

CONNECTIONS.

STAGE

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferrv Tuesdavs, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixtield: returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for Kant Dixfleld, Dix field,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
Portland and Kingdom, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Moudays and Fridavs.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong,
6 Avon

Vice President of the United States;
JL.
officers, judicial and executive, of the UdW
States;
The members of both houses of Congress and their
respective officers; custom house officers and their
clerks: inspectors of exports; pilots, and mariners I
employed in these a service of any citizen or met chant
within the United States;
Postmasters, assistant postmasters, and their clerks,
post officers, post riders, and stage drivers in the care
and conveyance of the mail of the United States;
ferrymen employed at any ferry on the post road;
artificers and workmen in the United States arsenals;
Iversons of the denominations of Quakers and
Shakers; justices of the supreme judicial court;

Fishing Tackle.

Trunks I
I

2ft 00

4 10 ft 4 88
6 60 ft 7 25

Drv.

«;

ton.

The
The

ALSO,

DI'BA IK’S

5
09
1 ftft

a)
m

aj
4

drawn by non-exempted men.
.Sixth—Tlie following persons,

60
50
45
70
55

«85 00

Gunpowder*
Blasting.
Hifle and Sporting.

Slaughter Hides.
Calf Skins.
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

3)
a)

55
43
42
GO
62
45
75

GtJ*s, Riri.RH. RlTOLVlna,ClTI.EBT and i
Spobtiko Goods ?,'iirral!v.
Repairing and Stencil < utting attended to as usual.
G.L. HAILEY,
i2 EXCHANGE STREET.
June 23.
eodtr

8 75*

llidrn nml Skin**

swer.

75 to 1 on
00
75
45 yrtj
60

London—60 dav*.

Trout & other

94 ft
53 ft
70 ft

17 00
30 00

75 % 1 00

laris.'../ 4 4o'£

7 75
0 68
6 37
5 87
6 87
7 25
7 37
4 50
2

95
55
72
„)
70
HO •ft
(12
17 00 «19 00
22 00 « 24 00

9
0

6Jai

F.xrhnngr.

G rind «t one >.

Grindstones, Hough, p ton.
Grindstones. Dressed.

p: ff)

On and after Monday, May 5, 1862,
trains will leave Portland for Lewiston
Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
L«*ave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewis-

and

|

13
13

12}®

Sheathing.

none

Grain*

Kye.

10*

6 50 </ 5 75
00 a.
12 »
12 .»
62 a
12 ft
50 ft
6 87 ,i
4 25 a.
02 ft
3 50 ft

91
10i
12
111
13

12* a,
12} a)

India.
Varninh.
Furniture Varuish.
Coach Varnish.
Damar Varnish.
W 04ul.
Hard, retail.
SoH,
Wool.
Fleece.
Lamb*.
Zinc.
Pigs and slab*.
Sheet MotuUinaun.

«' 5 76
60 ft 6 25

7
6
6
6
6

9 ^
61

9]§}

11 fafl
94 ag

"
Haloing.
Hemp

R 00 ft 10 Oft
8 40 ft 8 60
3 62 •• 3 88
07 ;ft
09

a

none
none

Flax

none.

ft

8|

cash.

Plate*—
Char. I.
I

15 ft 20
7 00 ft 7 50

87
12
60

gl

Straits, ca*h.

06

none

4
5
5
6
6

Canary.

2 50 « 0 00
3 00 @ 3 25

Tin.

Raisins—

Blue, cask.
Black.
Bunch, box.

Top.

S’* and 10’h common.
hall imN. boat brand*.
half pd*. medium good.
half pd*. common.
Natural Leaf, ini*.
Fancy, iu Foil.

25
18

w

2 00

Team
Tea, Hyson.
Tea, Young Hyson..
Tea, Oolong..!.
Tea, Souchong.
Tabaccot
5's ami 10** best brand*.
6V and 10'* medium.

ft 2 75

244
25
25
90
80
20
16

75 ®
18 @
16 ;g}

66
45

42

tt

@ 2 25
73 d,
8
3 00 Tv 8 25

.Sugar, Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
Sugar,
Yellow.
Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
iu bond.
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar,
Sugar, New Orleans.
Sugar, Crushed
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tallow.
American refined.

OS*,**)

ft

80 @

4J

■Jack*

Duck, Havens.
Duck, Fortlaud, No. 3.

<»inger,(Africa).

Linseed.

2J

8J

%

J!a<*.

lj

06

16

a)

8J@

:

there are names on toe roll of his company, exclusive
of officers elect, and upon the slips shall be w ritten, in letters and not figures, the numbers from
one to that which expresses tlw entire number of
men in the coropanv, each slip having one number
written thereon. The box shall then be closed, and
the papers therein thoroughly shaken up, when a
draft shall be made therefrom uuder his direction iu
the mode here prescribed.
Second—The names on the company roll shall then
be called fn alphabetical order by the t
trdcrly Sergeant, and each man, as his name is called, shall drawone slip of paper from the box. which he shall pass
to the Clerk, w ho shall read aloud the number thereon, and record the same upon a roll previously prepared by him for that purpose, upon a blank furnished from this office, opposite the name of the persou
drawing the same, until every slip shall have been
draw n from the box, and in case where an eurolhKi
member of the company shall not be present, or shall
neglect or refuse to dra w upon his name being called,
the Orderly .Sergeant shall designate some member
of the company to draw for him.
Third—When there is more than one company in a
city or town, the Mavor and Aldermen or the city,
and the Selectmen of the towns, are authorized and
requested, immediately upon receiving information
of their quotas, to apportion the same equally l>e- j
tween the several companies, having respect to .the
numbers borne upon the rolls. If such municipal
officers shall neglect or refuse to perforin the above
service in making the aforesaid apportionment, the
draft will nevertheless be proceeded with, in the
manner above* described, and notice of the facts
should be immediately forwarded to this office bv the
uraeriy nergeut.
Fourth—I ft lie above duty canuot be performe<l before 6 o’clock, I*. M., it will Ik? continued on the next i
day, between the hours of 9 o’clock, A. M., and 5 I
o'clock, 1*. M., and from day to day between the !
same hours until the draft is
completed.
Fifth—The men who shall not be exempt from liability to enrolment (such exemption to be determined !
as hereinafter provided) against whose names
upon
the record thus made by the clerk, shall be found the
lowest number commencing at one (1) ami going upwards until the quota of the company has been obtained, shall constitute the drafted quota of said
company, and shall be held accordingly, and thusthe
ouota is to be completed from the low est numbers

7

d

6
12

Western Clover.

00

2to)

6J
6J
5I

«$

SUMMER A HR A NGEM ENT.

First—He will cause a box of suitable size for the
purpose to be prepared, and will place therein in
presence of the company, as many slips of paper as

(u

6m

f,3

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

companies,

lowing

2] q)
2f
00 @ 9 60

40
24
24
24

Ri*d

3$

HI oj

Uuercitron Bark.
Red Sanders.

nesday

§

8]

1*. M.,
for Wiacasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro', Rockland
and Thoinaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, ou arrival of twin from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily lx tween August* and Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, April, 1862.
juue23dtf

ably

6J

8J®

leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
on arrival of trniu from Portland and Boston,

FUUTT.

7i

6J@)

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

Stages

The Orderly Sergeants of the respective companies of enrolled militia shall each appoint a memoer of their company to Ik* Clerk, who shall be sworn
before some Justice of the Peace of the County, to
make a true and faithful record of the proceedings of
the company at such meetings for making the draft
as are hereinafter provided, blanks for which
appointment, and certificate of oath nloresaid will be seasonfurnished from this office.
II. The time of meeting of companies of militia
for the purpose of making such draft, shall be Wedthe third day of September next at nine
o’clock in the forenoon, and notice of the time and
of
meeting (the latter to Ik* designated by the
place
Orderly Sergeant) shall be given in maimer and form
as for the election of officers, but there shall be at
least twenty-l'our hours’ notice given. At such meetthe Orderly Sergeant will
ing of said
cause a draft to be made therefrom in manner fol-

2 60 @ 2 76
2 12 Vo) 2 374
2 124
2 37}
1 20
1 25
20

9

Bath at 6.30 A. M.. for Portland, connecting with the
8.45 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

I.

boy

hopeless.

Monday Morning and Saturday Evening Trains.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.30 A. M., and

GENERAL ORDER No. 32.
A requisition having boon marie upon the Governor and Coimnandcr-in-t'hiefi,
by the President of
the Uniter I States, for nine thousand six hundred
and nine (9609) able-bodied men, to be drafted from
the enrolled militia of the State, for the service of
the United States, to serve for nine months unless
sooner discharged—it is
hereby ordered as follows:

45

6j@

HerdsGnt«s.

12

ig)

OFFICl, l
Augusta, Aug. 16, 1862. J

who

entirely closed.
J^HP^been
W-7*crcd almost

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M.,
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road ; and at Augusta with
the Somerset A Kennebec Railroad for Waterville,
Kendall's Mills and Skowliegan, ami at Kendall's
Mills with the Penobscot A Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

ADJUTANT (iEKKUAL'f

a

DR. II. J. BOYNTON,
Of Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the following facts will
show:
jg||^“FOH a long time the boy’s eve-lids had

Passenger trains will leave daily, (Sun^SJ^3HEP<lays excepted) as follows:
ior
Bath. Portland and Boston,at 11.15 A.
Augusta
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

HEAD QUARTERS,

Remarkable Case of

A

Commenced April 14th, 1862.

00 @14 00
60 m 13 00
00 (a 14 50
50 a 16 00
00 @14 50
Oil @13 60
50 o 15 00
00 @11 50
9
8J@
9
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_PRINTING.

cured.

ARRANGEMENT.

Farmington.

6J@

Pimento.
Seeds.

02
05
O')

4 }aj
02 «)

SUMMKit

3 00

42

< ’a«ia
p lb.
Cloves.
Ginger, (Race).

21

l*a)

Savanvilla,.

Ilypernic.
Logwood, ( ampeachy.
St. Domingo.

o'

75
60
50

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

76 @ 8 00

Spices*

00
00
41

13 g)
4 Joj
02' g)

MAIVE.

4J

12$

A Gore’s, Trowbridge
Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb....
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile.
Soap, Crane’s.

Dye woods*

RAILROADS.

00 @) 0 00
60 @
00
50 @ 8 75

fc

~

Barwood,.

STATE OF

3 00

Soap*
Soap, loathe

6
8 a)
4
1 50 g- 1 55
85 aj
46
10$ g) 12
28 aj
36
1 25 a. 1 75
16 g)
00
1 25 g) 1 3o
70
6o'g)
93 5)
95
2 60
10 @
20
12 a)
00

Brazil Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.

OFFICiAL._

5 @
7J
12 of
1 00 g 1 25
6
2J@
12 % 15
8
7 @
12
17
9 @
11
4m
6
7 60 @ 8 60

Turkics.
Geese.
Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice*
Rice p lb.
Rum*
Rum, Portland distilled.
Salcratus.
Salcratus p lb.
Salt*
Salt, Turk’s Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt. Liveriiool.
Salt. Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
G round Butter Salt.
Starch*
Starch, Pearl,.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—P 100 lbs.

none.

15$ a)
10} g)
15$ g)
12] a)
20 (c£

12
12
14
15
14
13
14
11

Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.

28
23

22 a)

do

Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.
Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork. Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Produce*
Beef p quarter, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl(new.
Apples, dril'd, p lb.

8$

,a)

0

Aloes.
Arrow Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Curb. Soda.

Sulphur.

8$;a)

9

50 (5) 8 75
00 (a) 0 00
00 <o) 0 00
00 :a) 0 00

Alum.

Camphor,.

00

8
8
8
8

Manilla.

Cement—per bbl.
Drugs and Dye*.

Elleme.
lemons, case.
Oranges.

he wou't have to fly far. Where was he going
try to hide? You see, I could help him, if I
knew his plans.”
Now Hetty was not a whit deceived by this
smooth speech. But she was willing to fell as
much of the truth as would consist with his
safety, and she wisely judged that her frankness would serve her kinsman belter than her
silence. So she answered her questioner candidly: “My cousin said that he was going
down this way to the river where he had a
boat; and be wanted me to tell the men that
were chasing him, that lie had gone the other
way to catch the mail wagon.”
“Why didn't you do as lie bid yon, then,
when 1 asked where he had gone ?” thundered
tlie officer fiercely.
“I couldn’t tell a lie, sir,” was the tearfu 1 an-

possible ?”
promised not to tell where he
“Oh, yes, I forgot. Well, tell

Portland

85
1 60
1 70
1 12

1 00 fff> 1 65
1 60 d 1 55
6 00 @ 6 60

JIard.

Ground.
Provision*.
Chicago Mess Beef..

11$

@
88 ;g)
8

Cordage, Russia.
Cordage, Manilla.
Boltrope, Russia.

44

“I

20
16

11

Cordage*
Cordage, American.

Figs,

“He—he told me—that he was flying for his
life.”
“Just so, Hetty,that was very true. I hope

ly

17 (3)
14 (g)

44

he?”

tory “You’re

40

44

“Which way did he go ?”
“I promised not to tell sir.”
“But you must, or take the consequences.”
“1 said I wouldn’t tell if you killed me,” sobbed the frightened girl.
“I'll have it out of her,” exclaimed the furious officer, with an oath.
“Let me speak to her,” said his tory guide;
I know the child I believe. “Isn't your name
Hetty Marviu?” he asked pleasantly.
“Yes, sir.”
“And the man who ran by you a few minutes ago, was your mother's cousin, wasn't

Lead.
Plaster*
Per ton Soft.

25i$850

Labrador.
none
Scaled t> box.
22 ft;
No. 1.15 ft
Mackerel
bbl.
Bav No. 1.
7 50 rifl) 8
Bav No. 2.
6 00 ft 0
Bay No. 3. 4 50 ft 5
Shore No. 1.
8 00 a, 0
6 00 ft 6
2
44
3
75 ft 4
“(medium).
44
2
“(small).
Fruit*
Almonds—Jordan
H>
Soft Shell.
13 ft)
Shelled.
25 .ft
Currants.
00 ft
Citron.
32 •>
Wil. Fea Nuts.
2 25 « 2

rep’lied

Red

00
00

35 <a)

9
9
9
8
7
2
2
8
8

Litharge.

3 00 («) 3 12$
2 62 (g) 2 87

Mould

Feather**
Feathers, Live Geese t> lb.
Feat hers, Russia.
Fifth*
Fish, Cod large j? quin.
small.
Fish,
f ish, l’ollock.
f ish. Haddock, ucw.
Fish, Hake, new.
Herring, Fickled, |> bbl.
Shore.

a

7
6
3

C'a udle«*

44

possible.

00

2 75 @ 8 00

No. 10.
Superior, No. 8.
Navy,
44
No. 10.
Tent Duck, U. S. 10 ox.
12 ox.

my child, surely you would not betray me to my death. Hark! they are coming:
I hear the click of their horses’ feet. Oil!
Hetty, tell, tell them I have gone up the road
instead of down and heaven will bless you.”
"Heaven never blesses those who speak
falsely, cousin. But I will not tell them which
way you go, even though they kill me; so run

“Yes, sir?”
•‘Well, we are friends. What
when he came along?”

8

Crackers, p 100.
Butter*
Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store’.

:

flushing.

6

Apples, Green p bbl. f2 00 @ 8
6 <a)
Apples, 8!ic«d p lb.
5 a).
Apples, Cored |> lb.
2 (a)
Apples, Uucored p lb.
Bread*
4 75 @ 5
Bread, Pilot p 100 lbs.
Bread. Ship.
8 76 (g) 4

“Hetty,

as

53

@
5(g)

Apples*

his retreat, and one sunny afternoon in
May he was routed from his hiding-place with
the news that a band of horsemen were approachiug to capture him.
His only chance of escape was to reach the
mouth of a little creek which emptied into the
Connecticut river, just above the entrance of
the latter Into Long Island Sound. There he
had a boat stationed, with two faithful attendants hidden beneath the high banks of the
creek. The distance from tile farmhouse to
the boat was two miles by the usual travelled
road. But a little sheep-path across the fanner’s orchards would bring him to the road only a mile from the boat; and save a quarter’s
length of his fearful run for life.
Just where the narrow path from the orchard opened into the open road, Hetty Marvin
sat with her dog
Towser, tending the bleaching of the household linen. The long web ot
forty yards or more, which was diligently spun
or woven during the long winter months, was
whitened in May, and thus made ready for
use.
This business of bleaching was well
economized, 1 icing usually done by the younger daughters of the family, who were not old
enough for the heavier work of the kitchen
and the diary.
The web of linen was taken by the firmer
or his stout “help” to a grassy plat, beside a
spring or meadow brook. There it was thoroughly wetted and spread upon the green
turf, to take the heat of the sun by day and
the dew by night. The little maiden who
tended it, would sit near it during the day
with her knitting or her I look, and as fast as
the sun dried its folds, she would sprinkle the
water over it with her gourd-shell dipper and
make it wet again.
Thus sat Hetty Marvin, the young daughter
of (iov. Griswold’s cousin, when her hunted
fHend sprung past her into the road, to escape
his pursuers. Hetty was a timid child of about
twelve years; yet thoughtful and wise beyond
many of her elders. She was frightened by
the headlong haste with which the governor
rushed across the meadow. But she quickly
comprehended the scene, and instantly quieted her faithful Towser, who. though a friend
to her family guest, thought it proper to bark
loudly at his hurried steps.
Her wise forethought arrested the governor's attention, and suggested a scheme to delude his pursuers. “Hetty,’’ he said earnestly,
“I am flying for life; and "unless I can reach
the boat before I am overtaken, I am a lost
man.
You see the road forks here. Now I
want to run down this way to the rivef.
But
must
tell the rascals who are chasing me
you
that I have gone up the road to catch the mail
wagon, which will soon be along you know.
Then they will turn off the other way.”
“Oh, cousin,” said the little girl in an agony
ot distress, “I cannot tell a lie; indeed I cannot ; why did you tell me which way you were

quickly

the Press to August 27th.

Ashes Pearl V> bbl.
Ashes, Pot.

@
@
@
p
2 75 @
4 (g

OnioiiM —per bbl.
do p string.
Paints*
Portland Lead, in oil,.
Lewi.- Load,
Boston Lead,
French Zinc,
American Zinc, **
Itochelle, Yellow.
Eng. Ven. Red.

AmHos.

ed

going

for

80
1 60
1 65
1 05

Olive Oil.
Castor Oil.
Neats foot Oil.

BOOK AND
desirable mechanical arrangement
THIS
beau in
sufficient length of time
that it
use a

lias now
to show

gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring He<! department, embracing a little more
of their exeelrencie*. ami vet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair,* and yet so recuas to bring itself into
perative
ptace with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted
strong and durable, aud not liable to get out of order.

TESTIMONIALS

:

Commercial House, Portland, June 16. 1882.
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring lied Bottom" into mv house, after trial. 1 pronounce it to he
an casv and
bed. 1 am using several kinds
of spring b«*d bottoms, but consider the Anderson
if
not
better
than the best.
fully e^ual
X. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

healthy

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spriug bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our gu«*sts speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
W. D. McLAK.HLIN k SOX,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.
I
I

pleast^l

with it.
JOSIAH II.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
EASTPOBT, CALAIS

ChaiiKf of tlu> Itajs of Sailing.

cheerfully recommend it
Augusta, Aug. 5. 18*52.

as an

excellent article.

LOT M. MORRILL.

NEATEST MANNER.

THE

Billets A Circulars In Every Variety of Type.

lAAk-fllirkS, ,\WB, AJI BILLS 9t LANK.

Shippers

requested to send their freight to the
P. 31., on the day that she lea vet

are

steannr before 3

Portland.
For freight

apply to
FOX. BrownVWharf,

or

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES k GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

passage

EMERY A
H. B CROMWELL A
New York.
June 23, 1862.

Fortland.

CO., No. 86 West Street,
dtf

Policies Printed find Bound for
Ineurance Companim.

MONTH BA la

anticipated.

OCEAN STKAtlSIlll* CO’S

Weekly

Mail Line.

ONE of the following first-class. powerfill Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH
M E RI < A N, N o H W Kt. IA X. J l li A,
VCBBUSeBb I*' HIEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON. NOVA SCOTIAN—will '•all from (Jtiebec every Saturmorning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. 31.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

m

The Bed Bottom I bought of yon fhllv merits my
explications, and is fully up to your high recommen-

iLl' A

dations. 1 would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleeping apartments.
AI STAPLES,
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16,1862.

And other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

day

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
1 can cheerfully recommend it to all vv ho are in need
of such an article; and I believe it to be superior to
unvthing of the kind uow in use.
Waterville. April 12, 1862.
Rev. E. HAWES.

Dispatch.

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class. 336. hirst ( "ass, #77 to’#92—according

to accommodation.—which includes tickets on Graud
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back, #1*6.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan A Co., 3Iontreal,or to
J. L. FA K >1 UR.
No 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23, 1*02.
dtf

Testimonial* similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following public
houses-

Penobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
Skovvliegau House, Skow began.
Lewistou House, Lewistou.
Winthrop House, Winthrop.
Elmwood House, Waterville.

Bronze, Colored, and

all other Vinda of

Printing,
Executed in taste to suit the most fastidious.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, l annington.
Revere House, Vassal boro.
Hallowed House, Hallowed.
China House, t hina.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cushnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott's School. Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ B< aiding School, Kent’s Hill.

THE

St., Portland, Maine.

Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Ageucv in
are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
and despatch, and on rer;/ reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.

Washington,*vve

promptness

FREEMAN BRADFORD,
lv. HARMON.

Styles

are

unsurpassed.

—AND—

To be found iu this city, of every description, finish*
ed and trimmed

In the

SHOP

I

No.

30

AND

ALL

SORTS or HAND HILLS.

%.■

H.

«

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

i

’N’entest Style,
ARK AT-

>

HARMON,

Our

< VMtUlS

pkvmovs, norvrv jiovki,
Back Pay, Ac.,
t war. ebtaiued for Soldiers
service in thepr*and Sailors, their Widow sand Heirs, from the United States Government, on application in person or
by letter to

DEBT

COFFINS

iull7d&w6m

U&wtt.

Variety,

John.

I have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping on
of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
la*t three wrecks, and must say it far surpass** anything l had
My wife, w ho is feeble, has
had no good rest tor six mouths till occupying one of
these beds. She would not part with it on anv account.
rev. John allEn.
Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.

Portland, June 20th.

demanded la this State.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

This vessel is fitted up w ith fine accommodation* for
passengers, making thi* the most speedy, <a!'e and
lomfortable route for travellers between New Y’ork
Did Maine. Passage $5,00, including Fare aud State
[too ms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,

one

Z.

to do any work

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

follows:

a*

Mr. I). K. Fro hock ha* fiirnished the be<ls in my
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” and
I take pleasure in recommending this article a* the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thiug
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
A H. ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

No. 88 Exchange

adequate

Bnainei* Card* of Every
Style and Co»t

l-eave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave I*ier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock, P. M.

can

become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,*' 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollar* each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
1>r. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.

BRADFORD A

Is

Fancy Types,

The splendid and fast Steamship
“CHESAPEAKE,” Captain SlDMBY
Cmowkll, will until ftirther notice ruu

DRUMMOND.

Having

11(111

Book and

From and allpr date, nutil farther

notice, the new steamer *•»«• EngAPT. E
land,''
Fiklil will leave
Railroad Wharf, fbot State Street, every Tuesday ami
Fridav, at 5 o'clock, 1*. M., for Kastport, Calais and
St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John, every Monday and
Thursday morning, at 8 o'clock.
tlU* Positively no freight received after 4 o'clock
P. M. ou the day of sailing.
Through ticket* are fold by thi* line, connecting at
Eastport with stage coaches for Mackias, and with
steamer t^ueen for ttobbinston, Calais, St.
Strpkrns
and »s’/. Atutmrs, and at the latter plac over railway for Canterbury from thei.ee per stage cache*
for M'*t»ck and Moulton, which is the
cheapeet
and most expedition way of reaching the Aroostook
C'»mity.
We also ticket through
per stram« r* amt railway*
for Windsor, Ha! far, Ihgby, Fredericton, Sussex,
Moncton, Shrdbtc, Primer Edirards Island, Picton,
Sorth Short of Stte Brunsteick, Mirimichi, and
Bay dr ('halrur.
August 4, 18*12. al2 dtf C. C. EATON, Agent.

Portland, July 23, 1862.
[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.J
Having used Anderson’ Spriug Bed Bottom, I

Their Establishment i> famished with all the
approved modern machinery, and their ueortment of

& St. JOHN.

Portland mid \ch York Mtiimcm.

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.1
‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and

am using the
am very much

JOB PRINTING I

STEAMBOATS.

Portland. Juno -V 1<<S.

daw

BLAKE'S,

INI O N ST II K KT.
cheaper than at any other place iu
the city.

And will be sold

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.
-C. II. B. also manufacturesSHOW-CASES, DA sA'v. IX I) DR iWFR-WORK,
! Of every description, including Taylor’* SelfSupporting Diiawkk. the liest kind ever made.
All orders for Repairing Furniture, V arnishing. Upholstering. Chair Seating. <dazing, Ac.,
julUltt
promptly attended to.

COXGKEKK STREET

smBAKV,

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES

Miss E. L. Whittier,

Principal.

AUTUMN SESSION will
THE
Hth. and Continue 1ft weeks.
full information
Trior

commence

July 21«t,
Principal. 349 Congress
to

r»f the
$ «o 1 u

nlock,

Sept.

be obtained
Ilnurs ft-ora
Street
except Saturdays. After that time apbe made at 40 Mate Street

plication tnav
Tortland, June 23, 1862.

can

2awV>w

